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The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established ,
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab- I I
llshed and consolidated with the Gazette 1 ’
In 1882 The Free Press was established j
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to |
the Tribune These papers consolidated i j
March 17. 1897.
!

BEER ON DRAUGHT

The dLstinet features of the
day will be the baseball games
in the Knox and Lincoln Twi
light League and the Hagen
beck-Wallace
Circus.
The
morning ball game at Commun
ity Park is Rockland vs. Cam
den at 10 o'clock, and the aft
ernoon game (note change fiqm
-5 I original schedule) is Rockland
•—
The greatest of all human
E
vs.
Thomaston,
Community
••* benefits, that at least without
— which no other benefit can be
____ at 5 _______
___ cirrus
Park,
o'clock. The
* truly fcijoyed. 1. Independence- ♦ | performances begin at 2 and b
— Parke Goodwin
p. m. Baseball fans who also
wish to see the circus can do so
in the evening and not skip a
Dress suits that do not polish easily
game. And of course thcre are
are being advertised. But that is the
thc talking pictures al Strand
only way some men have of shining in
Theatre.
society.—Border Cities Star.

WE ARE NOW SERVING

TROMMER’S

NEW YORK BEER
ON DRAUGHT

THORNDIKE GRILL

Ad in southern paper—"Position
wanted about March 1. At present
time employed at City Hall, but will
work if I have to,-Boston Transcript.

ALL THIS WEEK
LAKEWOOD PLAYERS present
Last Season's Scintillating Success
. "WHEN LADIES MEET’
(By Rachel Crothers

Starting Monday. July 10, and All Next Week
THE LAKEWOOD PLAYERS in
Edgar Wallace's Greatest Thriller
"THE MAN WHO CHANGED HIS NAME'1
LAKEWOOD COUNTRY GI.VB DANCES
Friday and Saturday Nights, July 7 and X
CHIT Evans and His Musicians, Playing Friday

RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
AUTHORIZED

MAJESTIC,

CROSLEY

WE RENT RADIOS

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
442 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
75-tf

WHEN DECIDING TO BUY ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION ■
SHOP AROUND—SEE THEM ALL
And then let us show you the
NEW KELVINATORS AND LEONARDS
We also specialize in Commercial Refrigeration Equipment
Meat Coolers, Deer Coolers. Milk Coolers, ,ce Cream Cabinets.
Soda Fountains

G. A. LAWRENCE, Inc.
<92 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

riiHF refrigerant n«ed in
J the new and amazing
Gni now Refrigerator is
clean to the touch; safe to
handle, yet highly effi
cient in freezing qualities.
Throughout, the new
Garisow is superior—
sturdy in build,
beautiful in appearanre, faster in
freezing and morn
economical to op
erate.

TEL. 260-W
75-90

POULTRYMEN!
Why not turn those cheap broilers
into real money by

For information and details
phone or write

LENA K. SARGENT, Crescent Beach. Me.

tiuicic
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR

74-81

House-Sherman, Inc.
MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE

Taking Effect July 1, 1933
THREE TRIPS DAILY

1 2 M.

49-tf

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker
Specialize en Chimes and French
Clocks
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler

MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO.
8 A. M.

UNION, ME.
77-81

TEL. 8-21

ROCKLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE
OPEN FOR REGISTRATION JULY 5-10

4 P. M. Standard Time

Telephone 547 for Information

Now Located at
Hl'STON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Rockland

£
2
( Maine Cental Bus Service I
NOW IN EFFECT

Planes available for charter to other resorts
between schedule runs
77-79

Oakland Park
BIG HOLIDAY DANCE

NIGHT OF JULY FOURTH

GENE TUNNEY DIDN’T COME

Brief Sketches Of Instructors Who Will Join Local School But. Gov. Brann Did and Was Received By Large
Crowd At the Playground
Faculties In the Fall

THE OPENING RACES

ALFRED C. HAWES

SIX WEEKS' COURSE

Number 79

Parent? who have children in the Art Club, Out-door Club. Na-i Gene Tunncy, the ex-champion celebration, chaperoned by cx-Senaschool are naturally interested to tlonal Honor Society and the Dra-1 heavyweight of the world, did not tor Buzzell of Belfast.
The greeting to the State's Chief
know something about the new tr.atlc Club. She was representative' come to Rockland Monday afternoon
Executive was extended by Mayor
teachers who will begin their duties of the National Honor Society to the
and the big crowd which waited ln Richardson, who presented Represen
with the fall term, so here are some Civics Committee which is thc gov
the broiling sun on the Children’s tative Moran as the first speaker.
erning
committee
of
the
schools
j
brief biographies:
'Maine is ln excellent hands" said
Miss
Dolliver
appeared
in
several
Playground
to see that notable had to
At thc High School
plays, among them "Girl Shy" and be satisfied with Oov. Louis J. Mr. Moran. “Not ln recent times has
Miss Margaret W. Hellier, elected
it been faced by so many difficulties
"Monsieur Beaucaire" given as the
to teach Latin. Graduate of Rocksenior class play at commencement,
as are crammed Into the present
I land High School. '27 and of Wheaton in which she was one of the princi
time."
j College '31. Majored ln Latin, but
pals. She also had the honor of be
Gov. Brann expressed the disappoint
capable of teaching history. French ing chosen by the faculty to speak
ment which everybody felt because
| and Greek. While at Wheaton Miss at the Alumni Banquet as represen
Tunney was not with the party, and
Hellier was manager of the Elra- tative from her class. Her practice
promised, on the strength of what
' matlcs Club and advertising mana- teaching was done in the 6th grade
Tunney. himself had said, that the
gcr of the YWCA, a member of the! undf,r ,he supprvteion of Nornia G.
J
ex-fighter will come ln August, and
Classical' Club, and prominent ln
of
Mjlan. N H.
possibly Rudy Vallee, which seemed
athletics
particularly
hockey
and
these
new
teachers
all
are
resiGRINDLE PT. LIGHT
to interest the crowd fully as much.
track. She has had one year's ex- dents of Rockland with the excep
“Why not bring Jack Dempsey?"
The Discontinued Beacon To
hX?
tion of Mr. Sezak, who may well be
said a voice ln the crowd.
considered as such, as he was re
"Well, I wouldn't be surprised If I
Be Replaced By Lighted has also done tutoring in Latin.
cently married to a Rockland girl
Samuel Sezak, elected to teach Ethel Thomas, and now maintains o Everybody was glad to see Gov. brought him along, too,” said the
Bell Buoy
general science and algebra and to home at 478 Old County road. Miss Biann and sorry hr had to leave Oovernor. "You know he and Tun
ney are great friends"
The announcement in a recent coach football. Graduate of Welles Hellier is the daughter of Mr. and so soon
Pointing to Mr. Moran Gov Brann
i issue that Grindle Point Light was ley (Mass.) High School '26, Hebron Mrs. E. J. Hellier, 90 Talbot avenue;
said:
1 to be discontinued in spite of the Academy '27 and of University of Mr. Levensaler. son of Mrs. Harriette
| effort of citizens to have it retained, Maine '31. with B. A. degree from (Wardwell) Levensaler, of 233 Broad Brann's explanation that he could
“You should be proud of your dis
not be In Maine until August. Mean tinguished Congressman. The Sec
j has had an interesting sequel.
School of Education. Capable of way; Miss Veazic, daughter of the
Yesterday Representative Moran teaching history, civics, problems of late Fred T. Veazie, of 12 Shaw ave time the Joke Is on the genial pro ond District has never been more
teceived a letter from the Lighthouse democracy, science, French. German nue; Miss Hall, daughter of Mr. and fessional gentleman who rode near ably represented, and I don't even
Department stating that it was to be English literature and athletics Mrs. Howard W. Hall, of 76 Park thc head of the parade and was exclude my fellow townsman, D. J.
teplaced by a new beacon known as' (coaching). He is a member of the! street; and Miss Dolliver, of Mr. and everywhere pointed out as the man McOilllcuddy."
The Governor's remarks earned
the Grindle's Point Lighted Bell Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. His Mrs. A. G. Dolliver, of 63 Warren who licked Jack Dempsey.
Oov. Brann accompanied by his most generous applause for the sub
Buoy. IA. which will be located on teaching experience includes student street.
Miss Eleanor Bird, elected to teach wife and son and several members ject of them.
the northern side of the entrance to Instructor of physical education al
Gilkey's Harbor. West Penobscot Bay. University of Maine for two years; the sub-primary at the Tyler school, of his party reached Rockland short
"This Congress has accomplished
will be maintained annually from practice teacher ln American history Warren street, succeeding Mrs. Phyl ly before 3 o'clock and was escorted more than any other for many years,"
June 1 to Sept. 30.
Orono High School, for nine weeks; lis Leach, resigned, is a graduate of to thc park by a delegation of the said Gov. Brann. "Old methods were
It Is hoped to undertake the work teacher of all history classes and ath Rockland High School. Abbott Acad Rockland Lions Club which was proving ineffectual. The old theory
at once.
of competition has passed, and ln Its
letic coach. Machias High School emy and of Miss Wheelock's School of sponsoring his visit.
Kindergarten
Training.
Her
teach

On
the
platform
which
was
gaily
place
has come co-operation of govern
one year; principal of Mtllbrldge
BASSICK BROTHERS
High School one year. 1932-33. and ing experience has been at Old Town decorated with the national colors, mental control. If better conditions
South Thomaston
also coach of Machias High School where she taught kindergarten for were seated in addition to the Gov come out of all this experimentation,
the first \year and sub-primary for ernor's party. Representative Mo
Fine Memorials in Granite football team at the same time two years. She has been most suc ran, Mayor Richardson and members all of these various steps will have
been worth while"
While at Millbridge he organized
Represented by
cessful,
ar.d
comes
to
her
new
posi

oi
the
City
Government.
Directly
li^
The Governor's remarks were well
rchool baseball and basketball teams
C. H. WOODCOCK
tion with the highest recommenda front of the platform were officers applauded.
Atwood Levensaler, elected to teach
Tel. 56-3
Thomaston, Me.
f’oir. the U.S.S. Pensacola, which Is
The Rockland Band played for the
79*81
English. Also of Rockland High tions.
at Belfast for the Fourth of July occasion.
School and University of Maine

Caponizing!
Fries lor 5-8. til. I,
aiHilstlrlo»sow.
Esir Itran.

SUMMER SCHOOL
OPENS JULY 10

ABOUT THE NEW TEACHERS

Volume 88

s'

»

Nlrhts
matinee |I tions.
Phone All
Skowhetan
Reserya2.10 P.at M.S, Saturday
Daylight saving
seats 50c 431
to SIforplus
tax.

PHILCO,

FOURTH IN ROCKLAND

THREE CENTS A COPY

LEAVE ROCKLAND,
LEAVE THOMASTON,
LEAVE SOUTH WARREN,
LEAVE WALDOBORO,
LEAVE NOBLEBORO.
LEAVE DAMARISCOTTA.
LEAVE NEWCASTLE,
LEAVE WISCASSET,
LEAVE WOOLWICH,
LEAVE BATH.
LEAVE BRUNSWICK,
LEAVE FREEPORT,
LEAVE YARMOUTH,
ARRIVE PORTLAND,

Week Da vs
7.3() A. M.
7.40 A. M.
7.50 A. M.
8.00 A. M.
8.10 A. M.
8.20 A. M.
8.25 A. M.
8.40 A. M.
9.00 A. M.
9.10 A. M.
9.30 A. M.
9.45 A. M.
9.55 A. M.
10.30 A. M.

Dally
3.00 P. M.
3.10 P. M.
3.20 P. M.
3.30 P. M.
3.40 I* M
3.50 P. M.
4.05 P. M.
4.10 P. M.
4.30 P. M.
4.40 P. M.
5.00 P. M.
5.15 P. M.
5.25 P. M.
5.55 P. M.

Buses are operated on Daylight Saving Time and connect with
Boston and Maine Transportation Co. Buses for Boston. No passen
gers carried locally between Rockland and Waldoboro, Bath and
Brunswick or Brunswick and Yarmouth.

where he majored in English. He is
a member of the Beta Theta Pi fra-|
Pine Tree Outboard Club
ternity, and was president of his class
Pulls Off a Good Show De
in his freshman year. He won sec-'
ond place in the Intercollegiate
spite the Storm
speaking contest for the 8tate ln his
junior year, and was senior marshal. The heavy rainstorm, so much
He was dramatic editor for the needed ln other quarters, helped
Rf'(KW» and * promlncnt kill the attendance at tne outboard
member of the Maine Masque Society
for his four years of college playing ra"S Sa,urd»y af'er,loon' and when
leading roles, and often directing as tlre first
flret event
eVenl was
was pulled
pUlIed off an
““
I
hour
beyond
scheduled
time the
well, ln such plays as "Journey's
End." "Holiday," "There's Always ChSckawaukie Lake bleachers were
but scantily filled. Everything wa
Juliet," The Swan" and "Escape.”
hunkydory, and ln three classes not
Other New Teachers
a single spill was recorded.
Miss Katherine A. Veazie. elected
Wilbur A. Fogg of Rockland. 1932
to teach departmental mathematics winner of the Individual Maine out
Grade VI, McLain School. A gradu-board
____ ______
i_____ r came in last
championship,
ate cf Rockland High 8chool 26 and |n Pach of three hotly contested
Of University of Maine '30. Majored raoes In th<1 STCOnd race Pau,
in ma ematics, but also capable of [ Jones of Union, won first by thc
eac ing
ench and history. She narrow margin of one-fourth second.
is a member of the Delta Zeta The summary:
sorority, and a member of the hon
Clan A
orary French society Beta Pi Theta. Namn of Owner
Time
15 58
and also of the Mathematics Club'..X" urtV,.nn",n<'''n
17 GO
which has since become a national Wllbur f°kk- Rockland
17 48
organization. Miss Veazie has had Paul Jones, Union
15 51
Salisbury, Camden
15 52
considerable substitute teaching in John
Wilbur Fogg. Rockland
17 03
Rockport and Rockland High Schools
Free for All
John
Salisbury,
Camden
and also in
grade work.
x
Paul Jones, Union
Miss Estelle Hall, elected to teach I Wilbur Fogg. Rockland
the Highlands School, sub-primary to.
Grade

What About The
Fourth?
of the C. A., which she represented at j
the close of her first year at the Na- j
tional Y.W.C.A. camp. Camp Maqua
Lake Cobbosseecontee. She was art)
editor of the school paper, treasurer
of her class ln her second year, and 1
active in many social features.
Miss Louise Dolliver, elected to]
teach Benner Hill school, sub-pri
mary to Grade IV inclusive: Gradu
ate of Rockland High 8chool, ’31 and
,of Gorham Normal School ’33. where
she was a member of the YWCA..

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE
BEER OR COFFEE?
If you have Coffee and want
the day to be started right,
there Is only one Coffee that
has that old Mocha and Java
flavor and (hat is—

WILKINS
All grocers have fresh goods
and sell it in pound air-tight
packages at 29c; or half
poundLs al 15e.

harpist and pianist, and also a mem
ber of Les Camarades Muslcaux
Written By Husband of Rock John Orlndel! and His Arcadians will
accompany.

A CLEVER COMEDY

land Girl—To Be Present

ed in Camden July 14
Lively interest Is being displayed ln
the musical comedy “Take It or
Leave It" which will be presented at
Camden Opera House for one per
formance only Friday evening, July
14 It is of particular Interest to
Rockland as Joseph Doyle, the author
of this clever comedy, was married a
few months ago to Miss Mary Law
rence. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. O
A. Iawrence. Mr. Doyle has met ]
with success in writing previous pro- j
duettons, having had several profes
sional engagements.
The cast has many talented mem
bers, drawn from Bath. Rockland
and Camden, among them being Miss
Katherine Leonard. George Field,
Mary Kenney and Harold Cutting, of
Bath, Miss Llllias Reed of Rockland,
and Michael Arlco, Harold Fairbrother, Herbert Alexander. Charles
Dwinal, and Stephen Gushee, of
Camden, as well as several others
who are well known. Mr. Field Is a
member of Las Camarades Muslcaux.
one of the best known musical clubs
in thc State. His well trained tenor
voice has been heard in such famous
roles as Francis Villon in “The Vaga
bond King" and as Lionel in Flotow’s
opera “Martha." Miss Reed’s per
formance will be greeted with Inter
est, recalling her splendid work ln
Adclyn Bushnell's play “Codfish
Aristocracy.”
Of special Interest will be the ap
pearance of Mr. Gushee ln a straight
legitimate part, his first since leaving
the stage two years ago. He has
done extensive work ln producing
and directing amateur theatricals
which have met with marked success
due to the experience obtained dur
ing his connection with the theatre.
The music will play an Important
part, all of lt having been arranged
bv Francis McPherson, noted Maine

HAD NARROW ESCAPE
The famlly of John Jacobson re
siding on the Oeorgcs River road had
a very narrow escape at 2.30 Monday
morning when one of the members
was aroused by thc strong odor of
smoke to find the house a mass of
flames. The Jacobsons made their
exit partly clad, and had no oppor
tunity to save any of the furniture.
The bam was not damaged The
Thomaston fire department was on
thc Job.
"That romantic Miss Passeign says
there Is a secret connected with her
birth."
"That's true—It's the date."—Bos
ton Transcript.

"Darling, lt will have to be a long
engagement."
She—"Dearest. I will wait for you
until the farmers are satisfied."—
Washington Labor.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastes Is a
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

SHAKESPEARE
Others abide our question. Thou art
free.
We ask and ask: thou smllest and art
still.
Out-topping knowledge. For the loftiest
hill
That to thri stars uncrowns his majesty.
Planting his steadfast footsteps ln the
sea.
Making the heaven of heavens hla
dwelling-place.
8pares but the cloudy border of hts base
To the foil’d searching of mortality:
And thou, who didst the stars and sun
beams know.
8elf-school’d. self-acann'd. self-honoured,
self-secure.
Didst walk <»n earth unguess’d at. Bet
ter ao!
AH pains the Immortal spirit must en
dure.
All weakness that Impairs, all griefs
that bow.
Find their sole voice ln that victorloug
brow

Matthew Arnold,

TheTHBE
Courier-Gazette
E-TIMES-A-WEEK________j
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STRAND THEATRE

THE STORY OF CYRUS CURTIS

RNOt
.AND NIGHT
"Gambling Ship," a melodrama!
i whose action is set on a vessel an- 1
When a man's ways please the] An Outstanding American Example Of What Constitutes
[
chored outside the three-mile limit, |
PLEASANT ST. GROUND
Lord, he maketh even his enemies]
The High Quality Of Success
When you came into the world, it was the neighbors who cheered
beyond
reach
of
the
arm
of
the
law.
to be at peace with him—Prob. 16:7.1
your parents by praisng your flrst smile.
.•~*-a-a*.*-e-*-e-e-a~e-e-a~a-a-^«
has been booked for Wednesday at
Now that you are a man. with a citizen's responsibilities it is your
Reprinted From The Literary Digest
neighbors who help eyry these responsibilities and who stand by to
Strand Theatre.
help you in your defeats and to cheer you in your victories.
[The tribute paid by the press of of his philanthropies and his public
I It brings to the screen for the first
When you die your neighbors will shed a few tears, and sing a few
the United States and foreign coun endowments would be a vast one.
time the story of events on board the
songs, and say a prayer for you.
His love of music and of the sea
tries to the memory of Cyrus H K
! luxurious floating casinos which are
When you have a favor to bestow, even though it be only the
Curtis will remain memorable, in were given full sway In the last
1 moored off both east and west coasts
favor of your patronage, wouldn't it be good sportsmanship to bestow
particular because it was tribute to years, when all practical burdens
of the United States near large cities,
that
favor
upon
your
neighbor?
one who had not figured in what is had been, transferred to younger
from which they can draw a wealthy
In a thousand ways you are a partner in business with every man
known as public life. Among the shoulders. He found a new world
Presenting HUNDREDS OF AMAZING
clientele. Anchored beyond the threein
your
home
town.
Your
interests
are
common.
If
all
your
neighbors
multitude of articles dealing with of enjoyment in his yacht, the Lyn-i
NEW FEATURES Thil Seaton Ineluding
mile
limit,
out
of
jurisdiction
of
both
should fail, you wouldn't remain in business a week. If all your neigh
THE MOST STARTLING DISCOVERY
Mr. Curtis' remarkable career, none donia, in his friendships, his cruises
local and federal authorities, they op
OF THE CENTURY
bors succeed, you almost certainly will succeed with them.
has surpassed in comprehensiveness from clime to clime, and in all forms
erate under their own rules. Subject
So,
when
you
fl-3
yourself
in
need
of
a
monkey
wrench,
a
pair
of
Princess
MU KAUN, Royal Padaung
PRESERVING THE MONl MENTS that of the Literary Digest, which of music, (especially organ music.
only to the control of the underworld
pants, shoes, automobiles, groceries, etc . or an insurance policy—to
The Courier-Gazette has permission He had a pipe organ in his home on
! element.
buy it from your neighbor is the next best thing to buying it from
Historically minded readers, who of that publication to reprint],
which he delighted to play hymns,
‘‘Supernatural," a weird tale of a I
yourself.—The National Advocate.
properly appraised the valuable
a a a a
by ear, and he had given seven
FROM BURMA
beautiful
young girl whose body is
articles a short time ago published Said Cyrus H. K. Curtis to his organs to churches and institutes.
Positively Appearing in Main Performances c £ the Big Show
possessed by the avenging soul of a
from the pen of Col. E. K. Gould, will editors, "Give the public the best it
Above all he delighted in the com
murderess, will be seen at the Strand
recall the part taken by the officers' knows." They followed his formula panionship of his widowed daughter
Theatre Thursday. Carole Lombard
and men of this section with the and in due course, with his generous Mrs. Mary Louise Bok, and her
The Man
IN A SINGLE-HANDED BAITLE
Randolph Scott, Vivienne Osborne,
WITH A NEW GROUP OF
From India
forces from New England which in and inspiring support, built up The children. His wife died in Phila
in
Allan Dinehart. H. B Warner and
40 LIONS and TIGERS Astounding
1745 engaged in the successful expe Ladies' Home Journal and. later. delphia last year, soon after Mr.
Great Fourth Of July Sport In Knox County Is Promised William Farnum head the cast.
FRESH FROM THE WILDS AND
Somersault*
dition against Louisburg. Built by The Saturday Evening Post.
Curtis had been stricken with heart
STEEPED WITH JUNGLE HATE!
The action centers around Miss
ing Exploits
—Rockland Loses Sunday Game
SmBeatty conquer “MALA VO”, thr on
the French in 1700. the fort that was J The result is history. A hitherto j disease »hUe cruising in the Lyna Bound*
laraaat and moat ferocious
Lombard, who, on the death of her
their object was then the strongest untapped reading world was opened donia. Mrs. Bok. who was devoted
Royal Bengal Tiger (hat breathes!
Ing Rope
twin brother, becomes susceptible to
More SENSATIONAL ATTRACTIONS Than Ever B«/orrl
fortress in North America and its up for something new in popular j to her father, will receive the income
the guile of Dinehart. a "phoney”
Tuesday, July 4—Waldoboro at St. j The score:
capture by these expeditionary forces entertainment between magazine I tiom the Curtis publishing interests,
GORGEOUS NEW SPECTACLE "THE BOUDIN”
spiritualist planning to get money
George. 10 a. m. and 3 p. m.: Camden
'I lioiuaslon
Huadridi ot World** Greatest Areelc Star* - Army of Clowns
was one of the chief military exploits covers. “The Main Street of the j which his will places in the care of
Mammoth Manager!* 5 Herds ot Elephants
from
her.
Meanwhile.
Miss
Osborne,
at Rockland. 10 a. m; Thomaston at
ab r bh po a e
500 Heraea-B lings and Stage*
of the 18th century. It is worthy now Nation,” as some one has dubbed it
trustees.
4 1 0 0 0 0 betrayed to the police by Dinehart, is
Camden 2 p. m., Thomaston at Rock Grafton, If ....
TWO Complete Performances DAILY at 2D BP.BI. Doors Onr- a- •
of note that the restoration of this flecked into the Curtis fold. It was i "Life begins at forty, we ore
Stevens, 3b ....
4 0 0 0 3 0 executed in the electric chair for mur
AT ALL Down Town Ticket Sale on Circus
land. 5 p. m.
Nova Scotia fortress is under con a human flood. Never had circula- told. ttnd Cyrus Curtis frankly proTIMES
Dav At Corner Drug Store
Stone, cf .....
3 0 0 1 0 0 der. Warner, a psychologist interest
(Note
change
in
schedule
for
the
sideration by the touring department tions attained such dimensions : claimed that even in his flrst forty
Felt, 2b ________ 4 0 0 5 2 0 ed in psychic phenomena, believes he
Fourth
of
July
afternoon
games).
of the Canadian National Railways. Never had advertising leaped sotl’ears he was not unaided in his
can prevent her spirit from wreaking
----------------- >— Wednesday—Thomaston at Waldo L. Sawyer, ss ,L___ 3 0 1 1 3 0
The engineers in charge are in eagerly, so creatively, at the call of struggles. His flrst wife the was
Fales.
lb
___
_
4
1
0
9
0
1
further
havoc
adv.
WANT
ADS
|
touch with colonial restoration work expanded opportunities.
twice married) was the sister of a boro.
M. Sawyer, rf........ 3 0 0 0 0 0
Thursday—Camden vs. Thomaston
being carried oil in Virginia, inter And Cyrus H. K. Curtis used the i Massachusetts banker.
Hamilton
Condon, c .....
4 0 0 10 4 0
changing data helpful to both pro same creative genius in nursing the Mayo, who helped him to start the at Rockland.
Walker, p .....
4 0 2 1 2 1
jects. It is all of a piece with the art of advertising to new heights of | Lit t le tarnllnK paper which was to be
Friday—Rockland at St. George.
growing spirit of the people to pre
Saturday—St. George vs. Thomas
Totals
33 2 3 27 14 2
excellence, that he had used in come the genesis of The Ladies'
serve as a heritage memories of the backing up his editors to “give the, Home Journal,
ton at Rockland.
and
things that relate to the beginnings
Sunday—Waldoboro at Rockland.
ab r bh PO a e
public the best it knows."
of this western continent.
• • • •
Gay, 2b ____
5 0 1 3 1 1
Thus began the second volume of In this broad sketch of his life
It is in sympathy with these mani
Dimick. rf .....
1 1 0 0 0 0
The League standing
the life of a frail but indomitable we have omitted well-known anecfestations of a public spirit worthy
little man from Maine, w ho had dotes, such 35 the initial investment
St. George with an unbroken list of Cgier, ss ............... 4 0 2 1 3 0
to be fostered that this paper has
known many ups and downs. Ar, of three cents In the purchase of a victories (as of Monday. July 3) was Mealey, cf ............. 3 0 0 1 0 0
been glad to lend its columns to the
newsboy's three unsold papers. sitting prettily on top of the world. Fowler, If .....
4 0 1 4 0 0
earnest and irresistible little man,
quickening of Interest in the his „lth luminous eyes and impulsive which brou«ht hlm a Profll of
2 0 0 3 0 0
Three other teams (also as of July Seavey, lb .....
tory of this country's beginnings, gestures, a chiseled. sensiUve profile 200
2 0 1 4 0 0
“nL ™at was at the a«e 3) were running neck and neck, and Stewart, lb .....
in the creation and preservation of and a wiry frame, he had never al- °f twelve- in Portland. Maine' where it is far too early to count Camden Gray, p .........
4 0 0 0 4 0
the Memorial to Gen. Knox, the sav lowed circumstances to baffle him he was
Chaples. 3b ...
2 0 0 0 1 1
eighty-tluee years ago. out. The standing:
ing of our old church edifices, the for long
1 0 0 0 0 1
To ba-ance
we record the fact
Won Lost
PC. Freeman, 3b ...
BE PREPARED for those hearty
appropriate marking of every spot
. , , ,
that in 1930 the Curtis Publishing St. George ............ 4
Flanagan,
c
...
0 1 11 1 0
3
0
1.000
appetites the youngsters will work
that in the least suggests those times
Company and the Curtis-Martin Waldoboro .......... 2
.......
1 0 0 0 0 0
3
.403 ‘Sezak
in which were being set the founda He had been burned out a couple Newspapers. Inc., with a combined Rockland
2
3
.400
up during play days.
tions of what was to become one of of times. Like Benjamin Franklin, capital exceeding $40,000,000 showed Thomaston ........ 3
Total ................. 32 1 6 27 10 3
3
.503
whose
sober
old
weekly
he
was
one
the world's greatest nations.
Batted for Flanagan in 9th.
. a gross annual business of over Camden
____ 2
4
.833
day to convert into a gold mine, he | j100 0(K) ooo
Score by innings:
SPECIALS
JULY 5-8
• • • •
had followed the lure of fortune from
Thcmaston .... 10010000 0—2
CHURCH PEW PROPERTY
I And so we say "Hail and farewell” j
Thomaston 2, Rockland 1
Boston to Philadelphia. A lover of
Rcckland ...... 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0—1
to a great civilizer of the past forty
Knox County fans saw their first
The ancient New England custom printer's ink and a grasper of yeans. For Cyrus Curtis, through
Struck out, by Gray 12, by Walker
cf church pew ownership has come modest opportunities, he had per his civilized periodicals, awakened legalized Sunday baseball Sunday 10. Base on balks, off Oray 2. off
into notice through the New Hamp formed prodigies of commercial the mighty American middle class and it was a cracking good game, Walker 5. Hit by pitcher, Dimick. L.
shire supreme court ruling, that a honor in the payment of old debts to I to new enjoyments and new stand with Thomaston on the long end of Sawyer, M. Sawyer. Walker. Um
a 2 to 1 score They also saw some pires. Williams and Quinn.
man may buy such pew but he can- astonished creditors.
ards of taste. To learn of better
a a a a
classy pitching, with Chummy Gray
But through all the nagging vicissi
net remove it from the church.
ways and better things, and to ap
allowing
the
Knoxonians
only
three
The
surprise
game of the season
tudes
which
colored
the
first
half
of
Pew ownership was one time univer
preciate and desire them — that is
hits,
while
Douglas
Walker
was
hold

was
played
in
Waldoboro Sunday
his
life,
he
never
lost
faith
in
his
sal. You paid an assessed sum, whifh
civilization in the mass, and the
gave legal title to the bit cf land that ability to take hold of some kind of, good little man from Maine was its ing the Allentowns to six hits. The when Camden defeated the home
Your
a publication and pilot it into popu-1
only men to make more than one hit team 7 to 3 in an U-inning contest.
the pew covered, and thereby you
prophet and pioneer. His triumphs
Choice
in
this
celebrated
performance
were
Camden
made
four
runs
in
the
last
became an owner of that slice of real larity by making it as attractive, were shared by authors, illustrators,
Ogier and Walker.
i box.
estate. It was your pew, dedicated wholesome, and useful as his means editors, printers, paper-makers, ad
FRANCO-AMERICAN
would
permit.
to family occupancy, and permitted
vertisers. manufacturers, merchan
Nomination petitions, prepared and [
AN INTRICATE JOB
your having words with the usher ! Like Andrew Carnegie, his fellow disers. publishers, and the whole
Cans
distributed by Secretary of State,
who should unhappily direct into it I Pennsylvanian by adoption. Mr. Cur- j nation.
Selection of Delegates To Robinson C. Tobey, must specify as
some visitor not on all accounts wel- j tis generously attributed his good |
MARVEL-LUS
BEER AND THE TAX
come to that distinction. Whether fortune to the striking abilities of |
Vote on Repeal Akin To a to each candidate his name. resi
the men who worked for him. Once 1
dence. the electoral district or divi- i
Full
THE WHOLE
pew ownership continues in any of
Pt
Jigsaw Puzzle
sion in which he is a candidate. The I
WHEAT CEREAL
this city's churches we do not know. he declared in a speech that the Beverage Fails By 90 P.C. To Furnish
Jar
total number of signatures for the J
The most cf them, we believe, long success of The Saturday Evening Revenue That Had Been Promised
The system Maine must follow to nomination of each candidate or
ago underwent renunciation through Post could be explained in just three
MARSHMALLOW
arrive at a decision on ratification of delegate must amount in the aggre
deed to the church corporation. Then words — "George Horace Lorimer." Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
DELICIOUS WITH
For Your Sommer
gate
to
at
least
two
percent
and
not
Large
FRUIT and CREAM
you hired your pew at a yearly rent, Mr. Lorimer, as everybody knows, is There is no more truth 111 Post an amendment to the U. S. constitu
Recipes
Can
more than four percent of the total
tion
repealing
the
18th
Amendment
master-General
Farley's
promise
to
The
Post's
veteran
editor.
which varied according to location.
vote
cast
for
governor
in
the
last
Curtis editors became famous on reduce income and other taxes by is probably the most complicated of
Later some of the churches adopted
election in the electoral district or
NEW PACK
means of repeal than there was in the any State.
the principle of "free pews,” which their own accounts. The late Ed
Large
Fancy and
promises that beer would give the The legislative bill providing for division within which the candidate)
ward
Bok,
who
built
The
Ladies'
opened them hospitably to the visit
No Vh
is
to
be
voted
for,
provided,
however
1
the
convention
of
80
undesignated
Clean
C.n
ing public.
Unquestionably this Home Journal into its vast popu- j treasury a billion dollar;, a year in delegates to vote on the issue, and th? that eacil petition must be signed by
should be the ideal arrangement, but larity and becarr.? the husband of taxes. Under Farley s program the primary election laws—to which the at least 150 qualified voters.
Its employer's daughter (his only American family budget will be sc
NATION-WIDE or SPLENDID BRAND
Pint
not always was it possible to bring
Each signer shall subscribe his
child), achieved a reputation as a j depleted that people not now ln want last Legislature added—combine to
Golden Bantam
J»9
yourself Into adjustment with it.
name
to
only
such
number
of
peti

No
2
make
the
Job
unusually
intricate.
philanthropist and the donor of a may have 10 8° without sufficient
■
Fancy
Maine
Pack
■
Cans
When for a couple of generations and
Voters must ascertain for them tions as there are delegates to be
food, clothing or education The
WILLIAM'S
more, you and the family before you. competitive prize for a plan to pro liquor business pays no taxes. The selves what nominees favor repeal elected in his district. All nomina
mote
world
peace.
Mr.
Bok
was
alo
SPLENDID BRAND
from the long-familiar seat, had
and which are anti-repealists, they tion papers must be filed with the
American
family
pays
all
of
it.
listened to the good men in the pul the author of certain books, includ
Fancy Maine
Consider the prediction from will find no indication on the ballots Secretary of State on or before
No 2
Aug. 11.
of how the nominees are pledged.
pit, you felt a sense of unease, belat ing a life of Mr. Curtis.
Cut Green Stringless
Can
within
the
Association
Against
the
a • a a
FREE—1 Balloon with each bot.
Signatures required on the percent
Each county will have its own bal
edly arriving, to behold new faces
Prohibition Amendment that beer
age
basis
will
be
(in
this
section):
there before you, and yourself ushered
The story of his finding of these WGuld raise $1,000,469,898. This was lets. listing names of nominees from
STRICTLY FANCY STRAWBERRY
into a strange environment.. We two men, Bok and Lorimer. involved a moderate estimate when the beer whom delegates are to be picked, two Hancock 188, minimum and 375,
A
Fruit end Sugar
2 Lb
have known occasions when aged an element of luck cr destiny, which bloc was in its hysteria. Now that each in the counties of Lincoln, Saga- maximum; Knox 194 and 387; Lin
■
■
Only
■
Jar
dahcc,
Piscataquis,
Franklin
and
coln
136
and
275;
Waldo
166
and
330.
ever
way
It
may
be
regarded.
LorlMEN-FOR CAMPING
parishioners of irascible temperament
beer is here the Federal tax is about
have strongly objected to that piece mcr was a former Boston reporter 10 cents on the promised dollar. Beer Waldo, three each in Hancock and
SPLENDID BRAND
to whom Mr. Curtis entrusted the , falls by 907,; and there is a drive to Knox, four tach in Washington.
of distinction.
Fancy Blue Rote
little Philadelphia weekly as tern- flood the country with enough whis- Somerset and Oxford, seven each In
Packed by John Bird Co. ■
Kennebec, Androscoggin and York,
HAVE YOU ANY OLD GOLD?
porary editor, while he went abroad key to make up the difference.
to engage another man. When he
In no other country of the world nine each in Aroostook, and Penob
YOUR PETS MUST EAT
MAKE YOUR FOURTH
Probably in most homes there may returned, without the man. Lorimer has repeal of prohibition or a tax scot, and 13 in Cumberland.
Delegates will be elected Sept. 11
be found some items of old gold, in had already begun to send the circu on liquor done anything but depress
A SUCCESS
Anorted Stylet
Cans
the economic situation. The higher and will convene at the State House,
the corners of bureau drawers, ln lation kiting.
Dine
At
After that, the life of the man j the government revenue the more Dec. 6. to cast their votes.
closets and other semi-hidden places
Qualifications for delegates to the
CLEANS—SCOURS—POLISHES
of deposit long treasured and forgot from Maine became abundantly | drunkenness, unemployment, vice,
l convention are the same as for mem
crime,
public
charity
and
general
ten. The countrywide campaign for fruitful. The flrst forty years were
BAKING
bers of the State House of Represen
the recovery of this great treasure of the hardest, and then—how the mil moral and physical disaster. Drink tatives.
URILLO
ing
has
been
largely
wiped
out
in
»♦
«
VI
”
M
0
(
II**M
“
POWDER
unused gold, it is said, is disclosing lions rolled in!
Candidates for election as di le
baking
SOUTH THOMASTON
fabulous quantities of the metal in
In due course The Country Gen this coumtry. Regardless of the gates will bs nominated by petition
drinking habits of those able to pay
"SMITH'S
”
Adds reel food value POWPEjjj
the form of jewelry, dental plates tleman was added to the string of
money for bootleg liquor, the old- and must, be residents of the electoral
TEL.
ROCKLAND
598-M
$
spectacle frames, watch cases and Curtis magazines, and in later years
to your cakes and
fashioned whiskey and beer drinking district in which they are candidates.
NATION-WIDE—1000 Sheet Roll Tissue
chains, discarded trinkets of many came big newspaper property tran
biscuits
has been reduced to a fraction of the
kinds, readily convertible into cur sactions in two great cities. There saloon era figures.
1-Lb
Postmaster
ro„.
Car
rent money. We suggest our readers by. after the dust had settled, the Farley's program will increase whis
(including all ingredients)
look into the matter. And be care little man from Maine appeared as key drinking enormously.
ful hew you turn your discoveries dominating owner of the Philadel
Alice M. Blgney
SUNSHINE
Make Iced Tea this NEWSALADA Way
into cash. Every community has its phia Public Ledger, morning and
Greenville, June 26.
1. Put five teaspoonfuli of 5. Add juice of helf-a-lemon
responsible jewelers who will pay an evening, the Philadelphia Inquirer,
X
Salada Tea in teapot
honest price for your old gold. Take and the New York Evening Post.
6. Add one-third cup of sugar
Vanilla or Lemon
S.
Add
one
quart
Boiling
7. Place in refrigerator and
Cyrus Curtis was grizzled now
it in and let him appraise it.
(bubbling boiling) water
NEW ENGLAND'S FAVORITE
thoroughly chill
SALE PRICE
The second forty years were speeding
3. Let steep for five minutes 3. Add small cube of ic* to
FAMILY CRACKER
ftc
IT'S A GREAT ASSET
toward their end. The wiry body
LIBERTY INN
4. Strain into pitcher
each glass just before serving
2 Oz
FOR 25 YEARS... lb.
had lost some of its vigor. But the
Bot
TUESDAY, JULY 4
One thing to be noted with satis »yes were still full of Are. There
Special
Features
faction in connection with these de was nothing much more to gain ln
TAP DANCING
plored but recurrent automobile acci the business world. He was listed
Prizes for Best looking Lady and
dents. is the splendid hospital here in as among the five highest payers of
Homeliest Man
Rockland, modern and complete, Income tax In the country, and he
Music by
with its doors standing open day and was now more interested ln dispen
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
OVERLOCK’S SIX
night, a harbor of refuge for the sing great benefactions than in see
"NUFF SED”
"Fresh from the Cardens"
619-A
injured.
ing the profits roll in. The full tale
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5

SPAGHETTI . .
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WHEAT

SALAD DRESSING

FLUFF
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FRUIT SYRUPS
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A

ROOT BEER EXTRACT
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19*

I

PIPES
-19*
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INN

3/ a Quart

FOOD

RUMFORD
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DANCE

CREAM LUNCH
«5
|O

21*

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
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Forrest K. Hatch is substituting
for Patrolman Charles H. Emery
who Is spending his vacation at "The
July 4- Hunenbeck-Wttllace Circus on
'Hayflelds."
Pleasant street grounds.

ROCKPORT

TALK OF THE TOWN

July 8—D A R. State Field Day at
Poland Spring.
July 11-12 — Union — "Henry's Wed
ding" at Town hall, benefit high school
band
July 12—Thomaston—8t. John Baptist
Guild midsummer (air
July 14 -Oamden—"Take It Or Leave
It." staged at the Opera House.
July 18—Camden—Annual flower show
of Garden Club.
July 21—Thomaston—"Gram.” staged
by Adelyn Bushnell and Marshall Brad
ford at Watts hall.
Aug. 2-Rockport—Midsummer Pair,
Baptist Ladles Circle
Sept. 11—Special State election.

Mrs. Edward W. Bok arrived Sat
urday for the summer at her cottage
on Beauchamp Point.
Gertrude Erickson of Winterport is
visiting her grandmother Mrs Ma
tilda Erickson and sister Mrs. Thel
ma Shlbles.
Warren Oliver arrived Saturday to
spend the holiday with h's family at
the Birches.
Miss Marion Weidman entertained
Friday evening in honor of the birth
day anniversary of Miss Mattle Rus
sell,. Guests were Miss Louise Pompeny and Miss Mabel PhiUips of J
Utica, N. Y., Miss Della Larson and
Miss Russell.
®

O. R. Lewis of Rankin street,
reading of the curious critter
brought to the Insect editor's desk,
suggests that It might be a praying
mantis—not native to these parts,
but with which he became familiar
In New York Ptate where they were
Imported to kill some insect pest.
The mantis has been found at the
very top of the Empire State Build
ing in New York city, 105 stories
high.

Kenneth V. White is in receipt of
a very grateful letter written by
Bandmaster Kenneth MacLean of
H.M.S. Danae, which recently visit
ed Rockland harbor. He told of an
unexpected six-hour stay at Quebec,
and of then proceeding to Montreil
harbor where the boys were very
well entertained but with nothing
Irving Curtis is constructing a that could approach the hospitality'
restaurant in Bangor similar to our extended to the officers and men in
J
"Paramount."
Rockland.
I

Page Yliree

A mischievous' and entirely unfounded rumor has gained circulation to
the effect that Montpelier, the beautiful Knox memorial in Thomaston, is to
be closed through lack of funds. This is absolutely untrue. Montpelier will
remain open the full season and has ample funds for the purpose. To be sure
the treasury is bothered by lack of travel with resulting falling off in patron
age from the boom days, but the fact remains that Montpelier's roster of
visitors is a bit ahead of 1932 to date. The house is open, daily, Sundays
included, from 10 o'clock until sunset, with competent hostesses in charge.
A nominal admission fee is made lo aid in maintaining the institution.

Two Rockport brothers, Frank and
John Salisbury, carried off all the hon
ors at the outboard races at Chick awaukie Lake Saturday afternoon,
Frank winning first place in Class B
and second place ln Class A and free
for all; John, flrst in A and free for all
and second in B. The boats were very
evenly matched and first place was
won by a close margin, making the |
races exciting and of unusual inter-1
est.
Mrs. Belle MacGregor is ill at her
home on Beauchamp Point.
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest M. Torrey,1
Mrs. Cacilda Cain and Mrs. Minnie
Weed attended the District Rebekah
assembly Thursday at Searsport.
The fire department was called to |
the home of Fred Buzzell, Simonton,
Saturday about 5 p. m. to extinguish
a chimney fire which fortunately did
but slight damage.
Miss Helen Crockett returned Fri-)
day from a visit with friends ln Bos
ton.
There will be a meeting of the
Rockport Carnival-Regatta committee at the high school building Wed-;
nesday at 7.30 sharp. AU members j
of the senior clas" and their parents ,
are urged to attend. It is also desired (
that all alumni members and citizens
interested in making the 1933 carni
val a success, be present at this meet
ing.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will meet
Wednesday at the vestry for an all-1
day session. The time will be spent
In ran'inn
in sewing for the mid-summer fair 4r»
to 1
be held Aug. 2.
Mrs Leslie C. Deane returned Sun
day from a visit with her daughter
Mrs. Ralph Wilson at Criehaven.

Thirty-five more of those

“Smartsport"

Three Piece

Knit Suits
regularly

10.75

$C95
Sale price—

Sizes 14 to 46

Black, White, Navy

And all pastel shades
Representative Moran addressed ft
Arthur Smith of the Central Fire
; holiday with his sister Mrs. Alena L.
WARREN
Station crew is having his annual community service at Colonial The
Starrett and brother Fred P. Watts.
Come Early!
i I 1 i i 1 fl
vacation, with O. B. Brown back on atre in Belfast Sunday night, speak
A sight well worth seeing was the
Miss Clytle Spear of Brooklyn. N.
ing
to
an
audience
which
listened
the Job.
white rambler rose loaded with bloom y . and friend Miss Grace Robertson
with keen Interest and appreciation
at the home of Mrs Nelson Moore. of Newark, N. J., are spending the
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Jones are at to what he had to say on "Banking
Growing to the height of 15 feet or week with Mr and Mrs. Maynard
Hatchet Mountain Camp preparing and Industrial Recovery." Mr. Mo
Bought from receiver
more, blossoms could be picked from Brennan at the Plymouth,
for the summer season which opens ran is scheduled to attend a ban
Values to 1.50 per yard
the second story window.
I Melvin de Mass of Rockland Is emThursday
quet at the Lafayette Hotel. Port
1
Callers Sunday on Miss Bertha ' ployed at the Plymouth tea room.
land (this Monday night) where he
Storer
and
father
E.
H.
8torer,
were
A
motor
generator
has
been
inSENTER CRANE COMPANY
R. Waldo Tyler is employed at will be Joined by Congressman
Mrs Nina Whittaker and Misses Leila stalled at the exchange of the Warthe Messer Oarage Park street, also Utterback of Bangor. Mr. UtterandUna I .awn. all of Attleboro, Mass , ren Telephone Co.
looking after his radio clientele back will be Mr. Moran's guest over
prepared by the president as a sur
Mr. and Mrs. John Starrett and Miss
who were visiting fuends here and in
from that base.
prise. The tables bore decorations of
night, and today (Tuesday) both will
Mary Gault, all of Somerville, Mass.,
Thomaston, enroute to Harrington.
flags, cut flowers, and ferns and at
attend the Belfast celebration in the
Joseph Lockle, who has been very are at the Shortellp house for the
Clarence Roblshaw has gone to forenoon going on to Bangor in the
eac
^ P*ace was a rose and badge in
ill at Washington. D. C. is reported to month of July.
New York where he has employment afternoon.
the national colors. An anniversary
Dinner
guests
Sunday
of
Miss
Ber

be much improved, and expects soon
on one cf the Hudson River daylight
cake candle lighted and elaborately
tha Storer were Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Plenty of chances for the motorist to be able to resume his vgork.
line steamers.
decorated, the handwork of Mrs.
E
Snow
and
son
Bertram
of
Rock

to overcome his hunger Judging by
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Peabody and
Cain, also graced the table,
Horace Maxey, graduate of Colby the “stop, look, listen” signs, JJere Miss Hilda Aspey visited Mr. and Mrs. land.
College '30. has been elected princi are a few: Beach Inn. Lincolnville Edwin C. Copeland Thursday at their ' Ralph Spear and Percy Moore are
Large chicks, 15 for $1. Stover's
painting the Andrers rent on Union
pal of the Warren High School, sue Beach; Ye Greene Arbor. Union; camp at Woolwich.
Feed Mfg. Co., Rockland.
79-81
street.
ceeding Charles Dwlnal, resigned to Rockledge Inn, Spruce Head; The
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Kenniston are
OWL'S HEAD
attend law school at Boston Uni Life Saver, Warren; Ocean View receiving congratulations on the birth
TENANT'S HARBOR
Tea Room. Camden; Owl's Head July 1 of a son, Alfred Walter, 8'4
versity.
Wpnripl.
Inn, Owl's Head; Community Sweet pounds.
piummpr ,
' and Nor*non
Mother and son are being
Miss
Jennie
Bald
visited
her
par

Plummer
of Braintree AVAeloo.,
Mass bpeill
writ
Principal Joseph E. Blalsdell and Shop. South Hope; Wessaweskeag cared for by Mrs. Gertrude Starrett.
ents last week. She has been emthe weekend at the home of Capt.
Supt. F. D. Rowe of Warren, left Inn. South Thomaston; Wadsworth
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Vinal and son j p’.oyed by T. C. Schrieber of New JerLevi Leadbctter. Sunday they en
Friday for the annual meeting of Inn, Camden; Plymouth Tea Room.
Dr. Raymond Vinal of Arlington, ‘cy during the winter.
Joyed a deep sea fishing trip with
the National Education Association Warren. And right here in Rock
Mass., are at their summer home here,
good success as to catching fish andI
Mr and Mrs. Murdock Smith and
in Chicago. They will visit the Cen land we have the Paramount Res
the former to remain for the season, family are spending a few weeks with
sunburn.
tury of Progress Exposition before taurant, The Princess (formerly
and the latter for the holiday only.
their daughter at Milford, N. H.
Mrs. Ethel Farrow of Boston is at
returning.
Trainers), Thorndike Grill, Copper
FiflUtli .Anniversary Observed
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess and son
the home of her parents Capt. and I
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Baker and
Kettle. This list is suggested by a
The Fred A. Norwood National Mrs. Tolman.
Miss Mary Emery who has been glance through the advertising col Stuart Burgess of Weymouth, Mass., family are at their cottage for the
W.RC. at its regular meeting Friday
arrived
Sunday
and
are
guests
this
summer.
stationed at Port Banks, Winthrop. umns of Saturday's Courier-Gazette.
Mr. and Mrs. Reason and daughter;
evening held a reception for its deweek of George Teague.
Mass, for the past three years, will
Puritan Chapter, Rebekah Lodge, partment officers and also celebrated
Ca-Stlt Comfort cot- (
Miss Harriet P. Stevens is at home will entertain the past grands' associ the 50th anniversary of the founding ‘
Pilsner’s Beer. Pickwick Ale and
go on duty at Walter Reid Hospital,
e seasonJacob Rupert's
Washington. D. C., July 29. She is Jacob Rupert's Knickerbocker Beer from New York city for the summer. ation. July 18.
of the National W.R.C. auxiliary to
Sidney Emery who for several
spending a month’s furlough visiting For a case of your favorite brew for
Callers Saturday on Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. John Dey and Miss Louise the Grand Army of the Republic. weelts Past has been staying at Rose
relatives and flriends in Rockland today or the Fourth, telephone Chester Wyllie were Mr. and Mrs I Dey have arrived at Goose cottage for i The true anniversary date falls on
farm has returned to Point
Rockland 1200. for delivery at your Henry Bailey and three children oi the summer,
and vicinity.
I Juiy 23-26, but owing to this being Pine- N. H.
door. Cash and carry at our ware Mansfield. Mass, enroute to visit rela
Mr. and Mrs T. C. Schrieber and
last meeting before the summer
Robert Emery of Winchester, Mass,
For a case of your favorite brew for Saturday, Sun
Mrs. Charles A. Hamilton of De house in case lots. Ten salesmen to tives in Harrington.
daughter Mrs. C. G. Hurd and son are ' recess the local Corps decided to is visiting his aunt Mrs. Frank Packland, Fla. and Robert Lee of Ban load your -cars—no long waits.
Guests "his week of Mr. and Mrs »t their cottage.
[ niake the event a feature of Friday >ard at Rose Hill Farm.
day or The Fourth, telephone ‘‘ROCKLAND 1200”
gor received treatment for injuries Plenty of parking space. Stover Peed Benjamin E Watts are Mr. and Mrs.
o> »•« evening’s program.
Mr. and Mrs. Fremont Whitcher
for delivery at your door.
w_Weth»rbee.
____ ____ _________
t_____
Large chicks, 15 for $1
of a non-serk>us character received Mfg. Co. on track at 86 Park street, ___
George
Miss Oiacys
Mul
°’”]rS
President Emma Torrey gave a are vislting relatives in Fairfield.
Sunday when Mrs. Hamilton's car Rockland. Just below Armours. Tele ry and Miss Annie Heiuugau, all oi Fred Mfg. Co., Rockland
79‘
( brief history of this organization.
Raymon<1 Orepnp and daughCash and Carry Service at our Warehouse for
•
and the car in which Lee was rid phone Rockland 1200—adv.
Providence
i which has the distinction of being ter
of
Mr and Mrs
Nature is wonderful! A million,
on,y
of me kind existing Kendall Oreenp of Camden Capt
Case Lots
ing were in collision at "Danger
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Starrett
of loyal and Mrs E R Nor(on of
Gregory's Picture and Framing and daughters Pauline and Ruth, ac years ago she didn't know we were go-1 lounded ^y on Ue
Corner,” Broadway and Rankin
Ten Salesmen to Load Your Cars.
No Long Waits.
Shop is now located over Crie companied by Mrs. Maurice Ginn oi ing to wear spyectacles. yet look at the , and
womanhood. regardless
Paul chambers and daughter
streets.
Hardware Co. (formerly Rockland Rockland motored Sunday to Pema- way she placed our ears.
of kinship, through which a patriotic Catherine of Philadelphia. Mr. and
Plenty of Parking Space
The Eastern Music Camp on Mes- Hardware Co.), 406 Main street, not quid, and are visiting relatives at
woman may serve her country. It Mrs. H. G. Norton of New Brunswick.
BORN
salonskee Lake opened officially over H. H. Crie & Oo.—adv.
Bremen.
has rendered 50 years of helpful serv N. J., Mrs. Bertha Cross of Washing
KENNISTON—At Warren. July 1. to Mr
Monday for its third consecutive
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Storer and family
and Mrs. Percy Kenniston. a son, Al ice as the only auxiliary to the ton. D. C., Miss Helen Cutter and |
If cutting down your automobile In are guests over the holiday of Mr.
eight-week season, with a registra
fred Walter, weight 8>b pounds.
I o A R of the Republic. There are Miss Brown of Waltham, Mass., Mrs,1
— At Stonington, to---Mr -------“d 1
Its work is Celia Leadbetter, Frank Emery,
tion of more than 100 students of surance is of interest to you. phone and Mrs J. W. Tracy at Southwest ROBBIN&
Mrs Clarence Robbins, a daughter, nearly 200,000 members.
Sara Blanche.
high school age. Public concerts 1060-J; Maurice F. Lovejoy, Masonic Harbor.
not confined to veterans of the Civil P. S. Merriam and family met at the
Distributors for Stover Feed Mfg. Co.
27-S-tf
will be given on Sunday afternoons Temple. Rockland.
heme of Mrs. C. E. Maddocks ThursMr. and Mrs. Lowell Moody" and
War
and
their
dependents,
but
exDIED
and probably on Wednesday eve
On Track at 86 Park Street, Rockland
Tel. 1 200
family and Mrs. Charles McKellar re SMAI.bAt Rockland. July 2. ____
Mary H j tends to soldiers and sailors of other day and enjoyed an old fashioned
PORT
CLYDE
nings. definite announcements to be
turned Sunday after a week passed
widow of Jackson Smail, aged 77 years i warg and their dependents as well as picnic dinner, with clambake on the
Dvli'n.s
nnerlav of
1/*! /-./* Ip .
_
4
44
___
Private fiinneal
funeral tt'nH
Wednesday
at O2 ca
o'clock
made later.
at the Morrill cottage at Spruce Head.
from late residence.
the promotion of National defense, shore ln the evening.
Mrs. John T. Holman and chil
Mrs. Clara Lermond returned Sun smith At vinaihaven. June 29. Edith patriotic education, Americanization.
dren and Miss Bernice Holman
Mav. wife of Prank Anthony Smith
,,
,__ _
Sailing a 90-ft. schooner, 14 stu
day to Beverly, Mass., after having
child welfare, pensions to Army
aged 59 years.
have been in Crouseville for a few
dents of Tabor Academy, Marion.
been guest since Friday of her mother COMEAU—At Waldoboro. June 29. Ger- nurses, U S. Veterans' hospitals.
cada O. Comeau, aged 19 years. 11
Mass., are enroute to the Century days.
Mrs. William Stickney and sister Mrs.
months.
18 days. Funeral services State and National soldiers' homes,
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Porter of Helen Hilton.
of Progress Exposition in Chicago
and Interment ln Ware. Mass.
etiquette to the flag, legislation ln I
—At Waldoboro. June 30. Joseph
by way of the Hudson River and the Pasadena. Calif., and Mrs. Rich
Elmer E Watts of Everett, Mass., WALTZ
Waltz, aged 92 years. Interment ln U. S. Congress with its own women
Orcat Lakes. The schooner, Tabor ardson of Lancaster Mass., have ar motored down for the weekend and
Goshen cemetery.
lawyers to defend its cases, and many
Boy, is in charge of J&mes A. Lewis, rived at their cottage for the sum
other purposes. These were some I
director of nautical activities of the mer.
of the facts emphasized in Mrs.
Miss Virginia Condon and Jose
Academy. Mr. Lewis, a native of
Torrey's report.
North Haven, is a graduate of Bow phine Thompson are spending a few
The occasion was honored by the
doin College and formerly served as diys in Thomaston, guests of Miss
presence of Past Dept. Oom. Col. F.
SPECIALS WEEK OF JULY 3rd TO JULY 8th
principal of Westbrook High School. Cordon's father.
S. Philbrick of Rockland, Dept. Pres.
Mrs. Emma Hupper has returned
While on the trip the boys arc
Ladies of the G.A.R. Mrs. Lillian Lin
taught seamanship and the r udi- hotre after spending several weeks
coln of Camden, Dept. Sr Vice Pres,
ments of navigation. There are no in Massachusetts.
and Past National Aide Emma
RICH FLAVOR—LARGE CAN
* W | NO. u r-.w
■■
CAN
Maine boys in the party.
Maynard Condon visited his
Torrey, and Dept. Altemate-at-large,
daughter, Virginia Condon Sunday.
to the Convention at St. Paul, Minn.,,
TALL CANS
Mrs. Sarah Simmons is visiting
Rev. Kenneth H. Cassens, who
Mrs. Cacilda Cain. They were intro
serves as pastor of Baptist Churches her mother in Waldoboro.
duced, welcomed and saluted by the
Mary Thompson has returned to
at four widely scattered centers,
Corps.
Patriotic Instructor Inez
Lubec Ridge. South Lubec, Dixie and her home in Kennebunk after
Grant gave an original poem on the
JULY 1-OCTOBER 1
Trescott, has been given the New spending several days here with her
fiftieth anniversary: remarks were |
England pastor's award for dis aunt, Josephine Simmons.
made by Col. Philbrick and Mrs.
Mrs. Harris has opened the Wawetinguished service by the New Eng
EFFECTIVE July 1 the price of coke
Lincoln to which the president re- J
FINE EAKLY JUNE
land Fellowship, according to an an nock for the summer.
.-ponded; readings by Mildred Holmes.
will be reduced to $8 a ton. Thia price will
N. C. Wyeth and family of Chadds'
nouncement made on Saturday, by
Maude
Davis,
Sarah
Prince
and
be in force for the summer months or un
Rev. J. Elwin Wright of Rumery, Ford, Pa., have arrived at their
Frances Mudgett; Mrs. Torrey gave
til our present supply is exhausted.
N. H., president of the Fellowship summer home.
a poem, “My Dream Garden,” com
LARGE BOTTLE—ALL FLAVORS
PURE KASPBERKY AND STRAWBEKK1
Mrs. Ada Simmors is in Rockland
The announcement carried the news
posed by one of the Corps members,
that Mr. and Mrs. Cassens will be caring for her daughter Mrs. HarryMrs. Delora Morrill; vocal solo, Lingiven a trip to 'the Century of Prog Smith, who is ill.
thel Lane; violin solo. Col. Philbrick;
Mrs. Calvin Simmons has re
ress Exposition. Mr. Cassens, the
report of the Bangor Convention by
The answer is simple. Gas manufacturing takes
FULL QUART
DOVE BRAND
son of Mr. and Mrs. O. Carl Cas turned home from South Warren
soft coal, removes and puts to profitable use the gas
Mrs. Cain who was among the num- I
sens of this city, was valedictorian where she has been the guest of Mrs.
which would .' imply become smoke and soot in your
ber attending from this Corps, the
furnace. What is left is modern fuel for your heating
of his class when graduating from Mary Libby.
others being Louise Melvin. Stella
plant
—
COKE
—
clean,
even
burning,
smokeless,
low
in
Mrs. Eiva Marshall, Miss Lottie
high school. He also had high
ash, and inexpensive.
Simonton, Emma Torrey. Maude
EXTRA FINE
OUR SPECIAL
scholarship at Colby College from Marshall and Bert Skillings of
Peterson, Hazel Cain, Vellie Simmons
Try
coke
onee.
You'll
always
use
it
and
SAVE
which he was graduated in 1928. and South Portland visited the former’s
and Flora Kaler. Mrs. Lincoln was
MONEY.
from the Eastern Seminary. Phila. brother. Calvin Simmons last Sun
presented with a personal gift from
F. O. B. Gas House
delphia, in 1932. The award re day.
the president who in turn was re
ceived by Mr. Cassens is made an
membered
by a gift from Mrs. Melvin
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
nually on the basis of the sacrifice
and Mrs. Simonton, the presentation
TONSILS
and limited opportunities with which No riyk to patient; no hospitalization
being made by Mrs. Melvin.
a pastor's work is carried on in a “
Examining Clinic 3 to 5 p. m.
FANCY ASSORTED
The program ended with the flag
Saturdays
field.
salute
and
"America."
Adjournment
DR. ETHEL CRIE
Osteopathic Physician
was then made to the banquet hall
Large chicks, 15 for gl. Stover’s Office Tel. 136; Res. 83. Thomaston
79-82
where a baked bean supper had been
79-31
Feed Mfg. Co., Rockland.
157S78

SALE OF RIBBONS

17c

WHITE LINE

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE JUNE 21

Leave For Augusta and Points West

7.50 A.M. 3.00 P.M.

•

PILSNER’S BEER
PICKWICK ALE

KNICKERBOCKER BEER

Stover’s Cash Grain Stores

BIG SAVINGS

J. J. NEWBERRY GO.

reduced to

TOMATOES, only,

A TON

J QCI TUNA>

2 for 25c

PEACHES, Halves, Large Can,

2 for 23c

can,

POWt

Al N E
'MEANT

10c

PRESERVE, 2 pound jar, 25c BEVERAGES, contents,

10c

VINEGAR,

COFFEE, pound,

19c

ORANGE PEKOE TEA, lb

SUNSHINE COOKIES, pound package,

9c

10c

ROOT BEER,

OLD COLONY MALT, can,

CENT

25c

FRUIT SALAD,

NEW PACK PEAS,

Why Burn Coke?

" 2

45c

33c

Every-Otlier-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 4, 1933
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pound for lobsters.—an advance of I----------- I--------------------------------------------------------------------------------* \ >+«+++****+++++++++++++J ' Christian Observance of
two cents on the lowest rate of the
the Sabbath and Sunday
i OUR HOMEMAKERS
season..
The difference between the Sab
Capt. Lou Crockett was command
J Hints Housewives Should Heed ! I bath and Sunday, and the change
ing the freight steamer Mohawk and
A review from the columns
1
from religious observance from the
IO II
7
4
8
2
3
9
b
1
5
? ■H-+4-++++++++++++ :•+++♦++' • seveuth to the first day of the week
of this paper of some of the
his place on the Juliette was taken
happenings which interested
la that the Sabbath, the ancient He
by Capt. A. J. Stanley.
w 13
(By Carrie J. Williams, Home Service J
11
14
Rockland and vicinity in this
brew's weekly day of rest, was the
Arthur
Sullivan
was
traveling
month, 1908.
W
Dept., Central Maine Power Co.)
seventh day of the Hebrew week,
through New England with a vaudeW
19
17
18
15
lb
and lasted from sunset on Friday
Summer Days
■
j ville show figuring in an act called
to sunset on Saturday. That day
W
Mrs. Laura Bird was elected presl- "The Sully Brothers."
Summer should be vacation time for Is still observed by the Jews. A
w 23
20
21 i 12
dent of the Sunshine Society.
I Mabel Trainer of Rockland. Annie
B
j housewives as well as for other consideration of early church his
Vesper A. Leach opened his new K. Jameson of Thomaston and Ruth
"wemefe workers" but all too often tory suggests that the day of
2b
27
25
24
store at 366 Main street.
) Bachelder of Warren graduated from
summer
is the hardest time of the Christ's resurrection, the first day
J
W
of the week, grew up, coequal with
Fred Rising was pastry cook on the Farmington Normal School,
year
for
the homemaker.
w
30 31
2&
1
29
the existence of Christianity Itself,
steamship Camden.
j Thomas P Hayden 00 w'as elected
Summer or winter, of course, the as a distinctively Christian festival,
iw
W
Mrs. Mary C. Burpee sold her two , president of the Rockland High
family
must
cat.
The
secret
is
to
fur-j
lt was made to fall In with the In
33
32
cottages at Crescent Beach to Mrs.; School Alumni Association with Mrs
nish them the necessary food without junction for periodical rest, found
C. I. Burrows.
j Lena R. Fales 01 as vice president
spending long hours over a hot stove. ed on the earliest traditions of Bib
in
37
38
3b
35
City Clerk A. W. Benner performed j and Christina R. Hall 08 as secreThe wise woman will plan to spend lical religion and provided for un
w
his first marriage ceremony.
j tary and treasurer.
[ only an hour or two In the coolest part [ der Moses by special legislation for
i 41 42
39 40
43
44
A. A. Clough & Co. grocers, opened
Leland E. Oilchrest graduated from
! of the morning preparing the dishes the observance of the Sabbath. Nev
ertheless, the Idea of the Lord's
W
their new store at 435 Main street.
Philadelphia Dental College.
for luncheon and dinner. These day Is regarded as distinct from
47 W M&
Mb
45
Miss Bertha I. Bird became a j Edward Oonia attended the Sudishes she will store in the electric j that of the Sabbath, which seems
member of the Rockland High School preme Lodge of Good Templars in
refrigerator, and add the finishing to have been likewise observed by
50
51 i 52
44
faculty.
J Washington. D. C.
j touches just before the intended meal. the early church, although some
W
R. A Davis of Camden, Street
Miss Frances McLain of Rockland
Frozen, jellied or chilled desserts; times as a fast The Saturday half5b
55
54
53
Railway conductor was knocked from and John M. Carroll of Razorville
and salads, casserole dishes which! holiday, which survives In some
w
countries or at some seasons. Is de
the running board of the Highland won honors at Bates College,
may be popped into the oven for ten |
58
rived from this double observance.
57
car and for a time was in a critical! The commencement exercises of
; minutes to heat up before serving, The tendency to sahbatlze the Lord’s
condition.
^Rockland High School were held in
refrigerator cakes and cookies, and1 day was due, perhaps, to certain
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) , VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
A new battalion of the Uniformed the Opera House with this program:
I iced beverages are only a few of the: Imperial decrees of the Christian
9-The (Fr.)
1-To tip to one side, 46-Breathe noisily
Rank. Knights of Pythias was Salutatory, "With Cap and Bells,"
things which may be wholly or par- j emperors. The day was called “the
10- Mistake
when asleep
as a vessel
day of the sun, or “venerable Sun
formed, made up of the Rockland, Edna M Hatch; essay. Francis E
tially prepared in the refrigerator.
11
—
A
covering
for
the
48- Mineral spring
6-An ecclesiastical
day.” Civil legislation on behalf of
foot
49- You and me
Thomaston, Stonington. St. George Harrington; essay. "Old Time Hero
vestment (pi.)
Ace Refrigerator Pudding
the observance of Sunday began In
13-Heavenly body
50- A kind of dog
12-Black
end Camden companies. J. Walter ines." Edith M. Robbins; history.
the Roman empire In an enrly part
17- Moved rapidly
14A
musical
drama
(pl.)
'
One
and
one-half
cups
applesauce,
James E. Ross; essaf. "The Legend of
Strout was elected major.
18- Persia (Poet.)
of the Fourth century, resulting
52- Pair (abbr.)
15- Behold
one cup whipping cream, 18 Uneeda from a statute of Constantine (321)
Nancy Holbrook (Dickey) widow of Old Willow Ware," Hattie F Mars21-Eager
53- A vale in ancient
16- Foreordain
graham
crackers.
Fold
crumbled
gra

23-Move with a quick
Argolis
1»-Royal Navy (abbr.)
Capt. Jacob L. Rhoades died at her! ton; poem. Mildred S Simmons;
The American colonists enforced the
light step
57-Blood sucking fly of
20-Evening (Poet.)
ham crackers into applesauce. Whip observance of the first day of ths
i essay, "The Singing Women," Edna
cottage at Temple Heights.
25-A fruit (pl.)
Africa
22- Boxes
cream and combine. Pour into dish week by rigorous penalties. It has
William A. McLain 2d bought the P. Hall; oration, "The Other Ameri
27-A venerated person
55-To pace In a stiff
23- Seed covering
or mold and place in refrigerator to' been only as time advanced that a
Stewart-Walker house on Brewster can." Earle E. Maloney; prophecy
dignified manner. 29-Prefix. Beside
24- Harvest
31-Piece eut
53-A cubic unit of
chill for two or three hours. Serve distinction has been made between
26-Time period
street.
Robert C Bicknell; valedictory, "The
the observance of Sunday as a civil
34-A sum total
metric measure
27-Girl's name
with whipped cream
Charles Cables. Jr., aged 3. fell Might of Our Nation," Harry M
36- Dispatched
and as a religious Institution.—In
28- Long grass stem
(pl)
through a trap-door in the barn Keating. The class ode was written
37- Entice
Frozen Vegetable Salad
dianapolis News.
30-Trim
38- Scintillates
VERTICAL
striking head-foremost on a spike by Leola Flint. The diplomas were
32- Break suddenly
One cup cottage cheese, one table
40-Relieves
33- Hawk-like bird which inflicted a bad scalp wound.
awarded by Governor Cobb.
42-Small particle
1- A vegetable
spoon mayonnaise, one cup canned or Ba bados Hurricane Most
35-Greek goddess of
Postmaster Fuller was directed to
R“v. George S Hill. 76. died at his
44-A fruit
2- Up
discord
diced fresh tomatoes, one teaspoon
Disastrous, Records Show
display the Custom House flag at homt on Camden street. He was a
46- Large body of salt
3- A land measure
37-Unaspirated
( salt, two tablespoons minced green
water (pl.)
The so-called Barbados hurricane
(abbr.)
half-mast for a period of 30 days, as former pastor of the Littlefield Me
(Phon.)
47- Formerly (Poet.)
peppers, one cup cream, three-quar was tha second of three severe
4- Final
39-Confusion
a mark of respect for the late Presi morial Church.
50-Series
41-Ostrieb-like bird of 5- Organs of sight
ters cup cooked green beans, diced tropical cyclones that visited the
dent Grover Cleveland.
David Piper sold his family home
7- A measure of weight 51-Sainte (abbr.)
Australia
Break
up cheese, add mayonnaise and West Indies In October of 1780. and
(p|.)
54-Pronoun
stead in Troy and moved to this city.
43-Snare
salt.
Put
canned tomatoes through a is generally accounted the most dis
Wallace B Miles bought the Ezekiel
8Open
(Poet.)
56-Arab
(abbr.)
45-A grain
Thomas Sullivan went to Milo whtre
astrous tempest of modern times.
coarse
sieve.
If fresh tomatoes are Approaching Barbados from the
R. Nash house on Ocean street.
he had bought a grocery and fish
used, peel and dice in one-quarter southeast on October 10, the storm
(Solution to Previous Puzzlfl
Scout Cruiser Salem was tried on market.
inch pieces. Add beans, green pep swept over the Lesser Antilles and
the Rockland course.
Mrs.
Rose
S.
Wallace,
both
of
War

W. A. McLain and I. C. Gay made
per and tomatoes to cheese mixture. Porto Rico, and then recurved to
The official opening of Park The-1
ren.
A
1 R S
H EW
• IS
a 64-mile automobile tour through
Whip cream and fold in. Pour in, the northeast, passing east of Ber
atre was marked by the Rockland ] Knox and Waldo Counties—believed
P
S T
1 N A
Warren. June 22. Edward Kent G.
LAME
freezing tray and freeze from one to | muda. Its course was fully traced
1
!
m
P
R
Military Band's concert.
s E L L
O V E D
to be the longest-one-day pleasure Newbert and Miss Harriet Robinson.
one nand three-quarter hours, stirring many years afterward by Colonel
Mrs Sarah K. Taylor preached her !
E 1 C
RIE E S
Augusta. June 20. Philip A. Smith
Reid, a pioneer student of cyclones,
i jaunt that had been made by a Knox
every 30 minutes. Cut into squares through Information contained (n
A B A N A -Fu” E
farewell sermon as pastbr of the Ad
of Augusta and Bertha M. Oliver of
County auto this season.
M i S T R E *tL R 1 M
and serve on lettuce or water cress.! the logs of the many British and
vent Christian Church. Her hus
Rockland.
1 N E s A L ElS
Do not let lt stand in freezing com-1 French warships that were, at the
E T A
band. Dr. A. W. Taylor had accepted
Rockland. June 24. Ernest Redman
These births were recorded:
r|e d|e E M E R
R E D
partment for more than an hour after time of the storm, engaged In hos
a call to the church in Friendship
and Myra Cates.
Tenant's Harbor. June 25. to Mr.
tilities In West Indian waters. The
) A o D)S| E N E M Y
Claremont Commandery on St
frozen.
Boston. Mass . June 24. George A
devastation wrought was appalling.
T H A L C R|
D
John's Day entertained the Camden I and Mrs. Emerson Murphy, a son, Hall, formerly of Hope, and Miss
DI
Peanut Butler Refrigerator Cookies Every house in Barbados was de
S E M 1 N .gb-.k
S 1 N S
Vinalhaven and Belfast Comman- Emerson Simmons.
Clara J. Wiley, formerly of Spruce
One-half cup honey, one-half cup' stroyed, 9,000 lives were lost in
A R 1
s P A R
deries. A banquet at The Samoset
Cushin«' June 28'
SIr and Mrs Head.
L E A K
Martinique, 6,000 In St Lucia, 4,000
was a feature.
INelson P sPear' a dau«htCTO D E SC^E
S P Y
: brown sugar, one egg, one-quarter
R
E
Union. June 24. Frank W. Gordon
to 5.000 In SL Eustatlus and great
Hope, June 30, to Mr. and Mrs.
cup shortening, two and one-hall numbers In other Islands, while the
Capt. J. Weston Hall, 70, died at
and Miss Lulle M Burkett.
cups flour, one-half ,cup nut meats. loss of life at sea was even greater
the Southend, of heart disease. He jIrvin Wright' a 8011
Rockland. June 24. Edward B.
South Thomaston, June 30. to Mr
. one-half cup peanut butter, one tea- than on land.
was part owner of the schooners
Richardson of Rockland and Stonie Origins of Names “Guiana”
and Mrs H. W. Frohock. a son.
1 spoon baking powder, one-quarter
Thomas Hix and Nile.
E. Hall of Warren.
and “Guinea” Unknown teaspoon soda, one-half teaspoon salt
Rockland. June 9. to Mr. and Mrs.
Hector Brown Tyler had a bad gash
Blunt-Ended Fingers for Artist
Deer Isle, June 21. Levi Cole and
The Encyclopedia Brittanica says Blend honey, brown sugar, shortening. |
on the nose after being struck by a Benjamin Gould, a son.
Mrs. Martha W. Bray.
The perfect type of haDd for the
that the origin of the names
Friendship. June 6, to Mr and
stick of wood while helping load a
Rockland. June 28. Charles A. "Guiana" and "Guinea" as applied peanut butter and egg Add dry in artist to have is long and slender,
Mrs Leforest Davis, a son.
schooner at South Thomaston.
Frazier and Lena W Bennett.
to countries In South America and gredients. nuts, shape in roll and wrap in the artistic tradition, out with
Rockland. June 10. to Mr. and Mrs
The local Odd Fellows attended
Warren. June 24. Benson Calder Africa are not known for certain. in waxed paper Chill at least over blunt-ended fingers to show that the
‘
services at the First Baptist Church, Myron Webber, a son.
wood of Warren and Mrs. Sophia "Guiana" ma; be derived from the night. Slice off and bake in hot oven owner has the ability to work plus
Rockland. June 5. to Mr. and Mrs Erickson of Worcester. Mass.
name of a small river in South (375 deg. to 400 deg. F.) for about 10 an artistic sensitiveness. A person
the sermon being preached by Rev.
who had long, slender hands with
America,
which is a tributary of the
Harry
W.
Brown,
a
daughter,
Una
W. J. Day.
Thomaston. June 29. Walter Moran Orinoco, called “Waini” or “Gualn- minutes.
slim fingers would be artistic
Catherine.
Mrs Frank Barker was badly in- j
and Geneva Morse.
Pineapple Nut Icebox Cake
enough, but would lack the stlck-tola.” There Is also an Indian word
Union, June 7. to Mr. and Mrs
Jured when she fell on the brick
Vinalhaven. June 30. Frank M. somewhat similar, which means
lt quality that is needed for suc
Three-quarters
cup
powdered
sugar,
Jesse Calderwood. a son.
cess. A person with blunt hands
sidewalk at The Brook.
■White and Miss Adelaide Roberts "wild coast." Or lt may be derived
one-half cup butter, one-quarter cup and fingers would be a good work
Rockport, June 11. to Mr. and Mrs Turner.
Freeman W Smith sold his farm at
from the name of an Indian tribe
chopped nut meats, one-half cup | er, but would not have the artistic
James Grant, a daughter. Margaret.
The Meadows to Horatio D.Hall.
Vinalhaven. June 30. Collins W found there when the land was dis
drained
shredded pineapple, one egg ability to follow it up. The Ideal
• • • •
Wiley's Corner, June 10, to Mr. and McEachern of Greenville and Miss covered, known as the Guayana
white, vanila wafers, whipped cream. hand, therefore, would be long and
tribe.
Fred. 5-year-old son of Fred P 1 Mrs. Ardie Thomas, a daughter.
Sylvia L. Clark of Vinalhaven.
The name "Guinea” Is applied to Cream together sugar and butter, add slim, with blunt fingers, forming a
Huntley fell overboard at the North
Appleton. June 1, to Mr. and Mrs
Waldoboro. June 27. George F the western coast regiorf of equa
nut meats and pineapple and blend ' combination of artistic tempera
Marine Railway and was rescued by Harrie A. Fogg, a daughter, Frances Upham and Sadie Mank.
torial Africa, and to the gulf formed thoroughly. Fold in stiffly beaten egg ment and diligence that would be
a Swedish laborer. First aid applied Elizabeth.
hard to beat
Lewiston. June 29. Lee H Oliver and by the great bend of coast line east
by Bert Shadie brought the lad back
Rockland. June 15. to Mr. and Mrs Miss Jennie M Odiorr.e, both of and then south. Guinea once began white Line a cake pan with wafers,
to consciousness.
as far north as Cape Nun, opposite cover with a layer of fruit-nut mix Rubber Treat Grown in Six Years
Herbert H. Stover, a daughter.
Rockland.
ture, add a layer of wafers and repeat.
Carl Perry fell from a tugboat and
Warren. June 19. to Mr. and Mrs
Rockland. July 4. Austin T. Phil the Canary Islands. The same la
From four to six years are re
Place
in refrigerator five to six hours.
probably
taken
from
"Ghinea,"
had a bad scalp wound.
Arthur Young, a son.
brook of Rockland and Annie May "Glnnle," "Gennl," or "Jenne," a
quired to grow a rubber tree, it has
Unmold,
and
serve
in
slices
with
a
William H. Taft was nominated for
Rockland, June 3, to Mr. and Mrs Murray of Whitinsville, Mass.
been learned on the Far East plan
town or kingdom in the basin of the garnish of whipped cream .
President on the first ballot at N. J. 8. Stone, a son. Dana Franklin
tations of the United States Rub
Niger, famed for Its enterprising
Chicago.
ber company. Clearing the Jungle,
Rockport. June 25. to Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. E. C. Bucklin died at her merchants, dating from the Eighth
Minot St. Clair Francis, the notori Nicholas Mlrcno. a daughter.
removing stumps, draining the land,
century
A.
D.
The
word
may
be
home, Brooklyn Heights.
breaking ground, growing seedlings
ous negro convict whose escape from
derived from “Ghana” (or Ghanata),
June 22. to Mr. and Mrs. James P
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
Frank O. Thompson died suddenly
from selected seeds, budding, graft
the State Prison in 1906, and subse Plunkett, a son.
the name of the oldest state In
in Thomaston, a victim of apoplexy. western Sudan. Various parts of
ing. transplanting and carefully
quent terrorization of the whole
Deer Isle, June 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
tending tha young plants, to say
Mrs.
Georglanna
Payson
of
Fales
this
country
were
mimed
for
the
State made one of the most thrilling Lewis J. Small, a son, Edward Newell
nothing of building roads, railways,
Circle.
Thomaston,
was
elected
senior
productl
ms
characteristic
of
them.
pages in Maine's criminal annals was
wharves, storage tanks, and buildRockland, July 1. to Mr. and Mrs vice president of the Ladies of the
transferred from Thomaston to the
Inga to house power plants, equip
Carus T. Spear, a daughter, Dorothy OAR
federal prison in Atlanta. Among Farwell.
ment, and employees In a wild tropi
Miss Irene Heal was having a resi Former Ruler of Spain
cal country all take time.
those who took him there was Edgar
• • • •
It Now Seeking a Job
dence built on Pearl street, Camden.
Daniels, captain of the prison guard.
The marriages for this period
Paris.—Out of a Job, the unseat
Mrs Lucy Montgomery. 87, died in
Mrs. F. J. Simonton was elected
Admission to "Who's Who”
were:
ed
King Alfonso of Spain has been
Penobscot.
She
was
the
mother
of
president of the Home for Aged
The standard of admission to
spearing around for something to
Rockland. June fl), William C. Ul J. H. and C. O. Montgomery.
Women.
Who's Who In America divides the
do, although his private means are
mer and Cora B. Blacklngton.
Mary Cousins, Hazel Kirkpatrick
Smackmen were paying 15 cents a
eligibles Into tw> classes: (1) ttiose
Camden, June 10. Oren James and Percy Moody were winners of the said to be large.
who are selected on account of spe
But he told a member of the
Schwartz and Edna May Cooper.
Freshman-Sophomore prize speaking Academy of Beaux-Artc, to which
cial prominence in creditable lines
Thomaston. June 10, John O. Stev- contest in Thomaston High School. the ex-king was elected a foreign
of effort, making them the subjects
I ens of Rockland and Miss Emily
of extensive Interest, inquiry or dis
The participants in Rockport High member In 1924, that he planned
I Frances Wilson of Thomaston.
cussion in this country; and (2)
School graduation were: Elsie May hereafter regular attendance at
those who are arbitrarily Included
Camden, May 30, Burton F. Rich- Andrews, salutatory; Myrtle Alice these meetings of the French insti
on account of official position, civil,
J ards of Camden and Margaret E Dowe. essay; Lena C. Linnell, his tute.
military, naval, religious or educa
Members of the academy are paid
Since 1840 this firm has faluirw'iT Blackington of Warren.
tory; Jesse T. Carroll, oration; Olive a small honorarium when they at
tional. The publishers do not ac
served the families of Knox County
Waldoboro, June 6, Harvey Sim Ella Libby, prophecy: Erma Louise tend meetings. The humorous spec
cept remuneration for including
LADY ATTENDANT
mons and Leola E. Elwell.
names.
Orbcton, valedictory. The diplomas ulation Is on every one's lips as to
Day Telephone 440—781-1
■ Stonington, May 23, Frank Ross were presented by Supt. Frank H
whether the royal exile needs the
few francs he Is entitled to receive
and Gladys Thurston.
Ingraham.
BURPEE’S
Paean* High in Food Value
as an active academician.
Stonington. May 20. Charles H.
Camden
High
School
graduation
Probably
pecans enjoy u distinc
ROCKLAND, MX.
"I'm one of the unemployed," Al
j Sprague and Abbie Hamblen.
was held In the Opera House with
tive place in the ordinary dietary
fonso told an associate, "and after
Stonington, June 6. Eugene Ben this program: Essays, Walter E
and aa an addition tn salads and
this I'll gladly attend the sessions.”
VINALHAVEN 4 ROCKLAND
cakes, tarts and cookies their deli
nett Joyce and Miss Viva F. Gross.
Simonton. Fred I. Andrews, Jessie A.
Since his hasty departure from
STEAMBOAT CO.
cate and glorified excellence reaches
Rockland, June 17, Herbert G. Higgins and Mamie S. Barnes; his Madrid, he tins been living In Paris
the height of their use. As a plain
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
Ballou of Boston and Angellne But tory, Susie R. Gill; prophecy, May and Fontainebleau.
JUNE 2ft TO SEPTEMBER 15
edible. In comparison with other
man of Rockland.
Eastern Standard Time
nard S Gould; address to under
nuts and other foods, their position
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
Rockland, June 17, Austin L. Hall graduates, Leslie B Arey; class will ley and Elizabeth F. Hahn; gifts
Vinalhaven Line
tn the caloric list Is at or near the
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except and Lottie M. Harding.
top—where beef has a per pound
and presentation to school. Gladys Alice M. McDonald; prophecy, James A PRIZE WORTH THE RUN
Sunday at 6.00 A. M. and *2 00 P M
Camden. June 14. Elbridge Annis G. Gilkey; oration, Warren C. j w. Mathews; valedictory, Bertha M
caloric value of 1,130, pecans offer
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A M and
Paul
says
he
won
a
prize
by
320 P. M
Returning steamer leaves and Mrs. Mabel Estes.
8,633 of these body tissue building
Coombs;
presentation
of
gifts.
Fred
s
Wilson.
running the fastest. And he says
Vinalhaven at 8.30 A M. and 4.30 P. M.
units.
Thomaston, June 16, Edwin Young Willis Hart. Supt. Jesse H. Ogier
Arriving at Rockland 9.50 A. M. and
I The
xi.v Scabright Woolen Mill in it was "some” prize, and he will
5 50 P. M
and Jennie Bradford.
presented the diplomas
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
I Camden received orders for a year's share it with you if you come to
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
Vinalhaven. June 20, Jesse Wil
At Thomaston the High School I work in making printer's blankets for his house. If you take a pencil
cept Sunday at 6 00 A M., Stonington
and join all the numbered dots
6.55. North Haven 7 50; due to arrive at liams and Miss Bertha Edith Little commencement program was: Salu- the government.
Gilchrett
together, starting with dot num
Rockland about 9 00 A. M
Returnng. field.
tatory, Adelaide Bushnell; essays,
Monumental
Works
leaves Rockland ’2.00 P M North Haven
ber one and ending with dot
Woodfords, June 21, Alexander B Winfield H. Brackett; John Donohue.
3 00, Stonington 4.00; due to arrive at
Main Street
number
twenty-three,
you
will
Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
Brown of Stonington and Edna Cobb Amy L. Morse. Walter W. WlnchenThomaston, Maine
'On arrival of afternoon train from
find it. It will be a noun of three
WhatY<
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Tibbetts of Rockland.
Boston.
__
bach, Annie G. Hanley and Ralph R.
letters and can be had in cherry,
B H STINSON
Telephone Conneotion
In the
Rockland. June 20, Ansel Hilt and Feyier; orations, Elizabeth F Hanapple, lemon and custard.
73.i.,
General Agent
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Summer is Season When Lamb *
Chops Come Into Their Own

I

By Jane Rogers
his is the season for lamb

T

chops.
True they are a highly accep
table meat offering at any time
of (he year but lt Is in the summer
that lamb chops really come ffito
their own.
The reason for Ihis seasonal
popularity perhaps is that we tire
of salads and long for some of the ;
substantial meat dishes, which are i
the backbone of winter menus. It I
is asking too much though, tp ex
pect the housewife to stand over
a hot oven for an hour or two
while a roast browns, while the
thermometer outside the kitchen
door soars above ninety.
Broiled lamb chops are always
a happy solution. There is just
enough delicious meat on a chop
to satisfy the natural craving for
meat and they are easily prepared.
They go well with the lighter fresh
vegetables and salads and too. they
are easily adapted to platter din
ners which are always popular in
hot weather.

One important point to remem
ber in the preparation of lamb
chops is that they must be prop
erly seasoned to obtain the full
flavor of the meat. As in the cook
ing of vegetables, a dash ot sugar,
along with the salt and pepper is
needed to round out the seasoning.
This tnueh of sugar is not enough
to sweeten, hut acts as a blending
agent for the other seasonera.
Here Is a recipe which is worth
trying.
Broiled Lamb Chops r
Heat the broiler well and rub tho
bars with fat. Dust the chops with
a mixture of 4 teaspoonful each
of sugar and salt and a dash ot
pepper. Place one inch from the
flame until well seared and brown,
and finish cooking further from the
heat. For rare chops cook only 7
to 10 minutes, longer it you like
them better done. When pan broil
ing, heat a heavy skillet very hot,
brush with fat and proceed as la
broiling.

are equally popular in blouses made
•4 from the same material.
• • • •
HOME-AG.-FAX
♦
Mrs.
Franklin
D. Roosevelt recent
♦
ft
.1 ly visited a farm products exhibit
sponsored by farm women in Arl
Something new for husbands fo ington County, Virginia. Weekly
find in the cupboard—a Cumberland orders for food (arc now received
County farm woman has tacked from'the White House.
breakfast menus on the inside
• • • •
the cupboard door for suggestions
A K. Gardner, crop specialist for
when friend husband prepares his the Extension Service, says radishes
occasional morning meal.
can be protected from maggot ln• • • •
I jury by pouring a suspension of 1-2
j The first 4-H club house in Waldo ounces of calomel in 10 gallons of
j County was dedicated May 29 at water around the plants.
I North Lincolnville. This club house
was formerly a schoolhouse. Club
j members and local leader, Mrs. Burns Clothing Seeking
i Grover Drinkwater. assisted by the
Nightshirt With Match
parents of these boys have fixed up
Fresno, Calif.—Antonio Ascrlzzi
the inside of the building and won't look for his nightshirt with
n match hereafter. One night re
cleaned up the grounds.
*
cently,
when he looked In the
• • • •
clothes closet for his sleeping gar
Maine girls are dressing most at ment hy the light of a match, he set
tractively in sport dresses made fire to the clothing hanging there.
from grain bags. Dyeing and appro Firemen estimated the damage at
priate designing does the trick. Boys about $100.

Heroic Orphans Save Train

w/a/r/

ADS1

Railroad Model awarded to the Paaaalr Orphans for saving the lives of 500
passengers. Above—Erie Railroad Engineer John McGlin, explains the parts
of the Lionel engine while 8. C'astagnola, who made the award, looks on.
CTUMBLING, struggling for breath
through a terrific thunderstorm
near Passaic, N. J., six orphan boys,
waving, screaming desperately
stopped an Erie train 50 feet from a
washout, saved its 500 passengers. The
boys, Jacob Mcrinizek, 15; Douglas
Fleming, 13; John Murdock, 11; Rut
dolph Borsthe, 14; Frank Mazzola, 13;
and his brother Michael. 11, gazing at
the storm from windows of the Pas
saic Home and Orphan Asylum, saw
the ballast swept away from beneath
the track, saw the rails hanging over
a chasm ten feet deep, realized the
7:50 pxpress out of Jersey Clfy was
doe any moment, raced through tha
storm and won. The story of their
heroism made front page news in the
New York papers, and as e result
these orphan boys who had
•-d a
train and 500 lives, won a ral.. ad of
their own.
For, a few nights later at the or

phanage, the boys had their reward.
Present when they came down to din
ner were Engineer John McGlin, of
the Erie train they had saved and S.
Castagnoia, an official of the Lionel
Corporation, makers of miniature
electric trains and railroads. To each
boy, Engineer McGlin. honorary mem
ber of the Lionel Engineers Club him
self, handed a certificate making him
a full-fledged member; and to top it
off, Mr. Castagnoia presented them
with a complete miniature railroad
with not one train but three, and with
complete equipment to operate their
new railroad, including tracks,
switches, signaling devices, and even
miniature stations and other buildings
to go along their railroad's right of
way. Together with Engineer McGlin
they assembled their railroad, thrilled
to its fascinating details and dwelled
happily op the events of that adven
turous night when they flagged and
saved his train.

Every-Other-Day

WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Church und
son of Gardiner were recent guests of
Mrs. Lilia M. Blaney.
Miss Marion Welt of Portland and
Mrs. Oeorge Brown of Roxbury, Mass.,
are visiting their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Osborne Welt.
Mrs. W. O. Labe and Mrs. Hafeld
Clark were recent Portland visitors.
William Black of Kammontown, N.
J., has been at his home here a few
days.
Misses Caroline and Florence Pratt

s25,0*°ay(
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THINK OF ITI Only $2j0
a day single .... and $4.00
double for this smart centrally

located hotel.

1OOO ROOMS
but what rooms they ar»l
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
private bath, shower, radio, circu

lating ice water and many other

features you'll be happy about.

&®2i
51st STREET
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
ROY MOUITON
Exacuhra Vice-Pret. and Ma nog ing Dir.

Wine

FOR

DESCRIPTIVE
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and Norman Pratt of Kennebunkport I
have been in town calling on friends
The pupils of the Main street school,
Miss Lois Hagerman teacher, who!
were not absent during the year were
Peggy Jameson, third grade, and Roy
Winchenbach, fourth grade. Those
not tardy during the year, Robert
Bagley and Elmer Achorn of the third
grade, and Oeorge Ashworth, Everett
Bagley, Helen Boggs. Donald Heyer,
John Kennedy, Harold Kennedy and
Dewey Moody.
The Ladies’ Central Cemetery As
sociation held a special meeting
Thursday afternoon at the horn ■ of
the treasurer, Mrs Maude Clark Qay.
Members present were Mrs, F A.
Brummitt, president, Mrs. Emma T.
Petter, Mrs. Carrie Cassell, Mrs.
Thomas Stenger, Mrs. Harry Magee.
Miss Edna M. Young, Mrs. John H
Lovell, Mrs. P. B. Stinson and Mrs.
Gay.
High School Graduation
Graduation exercises of the class ot
1933 were held in the Medomak Ath
letic hall Friday afternoon. Effective
decorations were of blue and silver,
colors, festooned from the
I the class
t
ceiling and caught up with white roses
' the class flower, and the stage was set
to represent a garden with rose twir.ed
I arbor and white picket fence. The
1 class motto. "Finished Yet Beginning '
in silver letters glittered against a
j background of green.
The 16 members of the class were
escorted in the processional by the
; undergraduates and marshalled by
Warren Simmons of the Junior class,
and Rev Alfred G. Davis, pastor of
the Methodist Church, gave the invo- ]
cation.
Phyllis Ludwig in giving the salu-,
tatory praised Maine's contribution to 1
education, telling briefly of the lives1
of many of the well known educators
bom in the State. Lewis Bolstonr.eault, the class historian, related im
portant events in both past and pres-1
ent of the four years In high school.
In her essay "Maine's Contribution to
History,'' Beryl Davis recalled colorful,
episodes that have made the 8tate ’
prominent in the early life of the na! tion. Eugene Winchenbach read a
' clever class will filled with amusing
references to the student body. Beulah
! Day, in giving the class prophecy,
| made the future bright and hopeful
j for her classmates.
Everett Achorn’s essay dealt with
i Maine's contribution to industry and
j was an Interesting review of manv acj tivities along business lines Betty
Stahl presented clever gifts from an
' ancient gypsy kettle which she said
1 she found while wandering in the
woods. Herbert Leavitt presented tne
I return gift.
Evelyn Lovejoy chose as the subject
i of the valedictory, “Maine's Contri; bution to Literature," and gave a
pleasing resume of authors who have
J added fame to th laurels of the State.
Earle Spear, principal, announced
' that the honor of making the gieatest progress during the year was be
stowed upon Homer Carroll, and that
| his name would be engraved upon the
, silver cup. presented by the Pare ntTeacher Association. Supt. A. L.
I Shorey conferred the diplomas end
Rev William Muir pronounced bene
diction. Music for the processional
■ was played by the high school orchesI tra. A ball was given in the evening
which was attended by about 200
I couples
The class roll included Everett Lin
coln Achorn. Murray Oscar Benner,
| Lewis Alphonse Boissonneault, Stan
ley Larrabee Castner, Alfreda Betvl
Davis, Beulah Eva Day, Doris Evelyn
' Duswald, John Anderson Feyier,
i Wayne Fitch Heald, Herbert Anthony
Leavitt, Evelyn Belle Lovejoy, Phyllis
J Madlyn Ludwig, Hadley Beflcld Mil
ler, Betty Mllliccnt Stahl. Helen Bea' trice Vannah. Eugene Clifford Win
chenbach.
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HOTEL BELLEVUE
BOSTON, MASS.

BEACON STREET

m Beacon
Next to the
i House.

SOTiifihiiiliNliu

.J‘ i—

Just a few minutes’ walk to lisa theatre,

and shopping center*.

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath, ^^.00 up; with bath, B.00-,

Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

IN NEW YORK CITY
Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
SINOlt

*1™ *

OOUStl

HOTll YORK - 7th Ava. and Mth St. — 1 minute Penn. Station
HOTIL GRAND-Broadway end 31st St.—2 minutes Penn. Stetion
NOTH. INDICOTT-Columbus Ave. end SI st St—Opposite Park

NOTH MARTHA WASHINGTON for Women - 29 Eest 29th St.
IN BOSTON
Hotel Manger, No. Station, $2.50 up.

IN CHICAGO
Hotel Plaza, No. Ave. & No. Clark St. $1.50 up

Page FivS

Vacations
and

Health
By Dr. ERNEST H. LINES
fiminrnt Authority and Chief Medical Director
Neu York Life Innerance Company

FOOD, MILK AND WATER

your vacation, make it a point to have three good meals a day. The
CNproper
food in proper amounte is essential to building up the reserve

ol mental and phyaical energy for the next year’a work.
But do not overeat, particularly during hot weather. Many attacks of
so-called “acute indigestion" are due
to heart weakness brought on by Scrupulous rle.inliuem and a root
overeating and drinking, or undue place for storage are necessary to
exertion.
keep milk pure. Don't carry a supply
Moat people confine themselves of milk too long in a thermos bottle,
too much to the staple articles of diet, for if it gets warm, bacteria multiply
aur'i aa meat, bread, potatoes and too freely. Make a apeeial effort
Bi,gar in various combinations. In always to obtain t he purest milk you
hot weather it is particularly advis ran find, even if it costa a few rente
able to avoid eating too much meat. more per bottle. If you are traveling
Ceioals, fruit, vegetahlee, eggs, milk, with a baby, it ia better to carry
salads, fiah and a moderate amount along a supply of evapnrag d milk,
of meat should be the chief articles dried whole milk and nr e water.
of diet. Although green vegetables
If your child ia going tj a summer
ana fresh fruits should be eaten in ramp, find nut if the water supply has
abundance, care ahould lie taken to been tested nnd kept under favorable
ma- .tain a balanced diet.
conditions. If necessary, have it
Vegetables and cereals ahould )>e analyzed yourself.
thoroughly cooked. If you carry
Be careful of the water you drink
cooked food on a ramping trip or in camps, summer resorts, and by
pic . o, it should be kept in glass jars. the roadside when traveling. Make
Ity till means avoid keeping food in sure that no contamination hy sewage
an >pen metal container, or a eon or barnyard pollution is possible.
thi t hae been opened. Any food, If in doubt, use only boiled water or
pai'i.’ularly meats, fiah and poultry, certified Isittled water, and if you
thi.' you may auapect from taste or can't be sure of obtaining it readily,
strnii to be contaminated should not carry along a thermos bottle of pure,
be oaten.
cold water.

j

i
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Direction of E.J. Carrol

F-
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Beverages
Drink pure milk and pure water.
Avoid drinking too many iced soft
drinks, as well as alcoholic beverages,
whi;h are common causes of gaetroirtartin^ upoete.
Milk in country pleeea Is not always
pasteurised. It le a wise precaution
to inrox-i. '.he dairy or storage j-’.-e
of the milk you have to drink.

ST.

The canvas community of the Hagerbeck-Wallace Circus is comprised
of 20 tents, including the mammoth
big top which weighs seven tons in
canvas alone; cook and dining tents,
sideshow top. stables, blacksmith shop,
hosp,tal, dressing tents and the me
nagerie top which quarters the
world's largest traveling collection of
wild animals There are 30 cages, 29
elephants, herds of camels, zebras,
llamas and dens of rare tropical birds

CUSHING
Rain is very much needed. All
vegetation is athirst for it, and
every car passing along the highway
rolls up a thick cloud of dust.
Mr .and Mrs. Charles Stanley of
Winthrop. Mass, were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Austin in their bun
galow a few days recently.
Postmaster Wincapaw of Friend
ship. accompanied by Warren T.
Delano, who took charge of the
mail route from Friendship to
Pleasant Point. July 1. was in town
last week, calling on the post
masters at South Cushing and
Pleasant Point.
MV. and Mrs. Willis Spear and
three children of ^Thomaston have
moved to their cottage at Haw
thorne's Point for the summer.
H. L. Killeran motored Monday to
Hinckley where he joined his daugh
ter Orpha at Good Will Farm, then
motoring to Lakewood for the day.
They returned home Wednesday.
Rev. and Mrs. F. C. Wheelock.
children Frank and Carol, and maid
Mary Evans, of Springfield, Mass.,
have arrived at their farm here for
the summer.
Mrs. Rose Robinson and Mr and
Mrs. louville Pottle and children
are occupying the James Ulmer
place.
Miss Annabell Williams has ar
rived from Salem. Mass , and opened
her cottage for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vinal of War
ren and Mrs. Martha Carter of
Thomaston were guests at William
McNamara's a frw davs last week.
Miss Sylvia Wotton is visiting her
mother for two weeks in Portsmouth,
N. H.
Mrs. Gertrude Miller was a mem
ber of the graduating class at the
Junior High School, Friendship,
last week
Miss Mina Woodcock has been
guest at L. O. Young's, Pleasant
Point.
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. James and
daughters Louise, Gwendolyn and
Betsey of East Aurora. N. Y., ar
rived Wednesday at the Rockwell
cot., ge. Mr. James returned home
Thursday morning, but the family
will remain for1 the summer, and he
plans to join them here during the
month of August.

limv si,
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(Copyright. 19U. N. Y . L. I. Co.)

HATS

Cards have been received from Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Harjula and Mrs. Ida
Harjula who are traveling in France.
Oermany and Finland. Mrs. Hannah
Matson is housekeeper for Mrs. Har
jula while she is away.

The farmers report a poor crop of
hay this year, due to so much dry
weather.
The picnic at Fred Anderson's field
last week was well attended.
MLss Dorothy Aslala of Vinalhaven
Is visiting Miss Esther Harjula.
Mrs. Fannie Enstedt visited her
mother last Wednesday at long Cove.
Miss Ida Harjula has returned from
Bath where she was guest of Mrs.
William Daley.

The Courier-Gazette
Printing Plant
Is unexcelled in Eastern Maine. We print every
thing printable from a Calling Card to the Largest
Poster.
Our type faces are modern, our paper stock the finest,
and our workmanship is done by artists of years’
experience.
Now is the time to have your personal, business and
advertising printing done at our new tow
low prices.

IF you see one of your smart
1 friends sewing busily away
on what looks like a petite ver
sion of an umbrella, you can de
pend on it that she’s probably
making herself a hat. It's quite
the thing nowadays to create
hats — gloves, too — to match
every costume you own; and
since wide brims are the latest
news In the millinery world, al
most everyone seems to go in for
that type.
Sketched are four versions of
the millinery mode for summer
—all as simple to make as they're
flattering to wear. The pensive
lady at the upper right Is wear
ing a brimmed hat which cau be

made of practically any fabriccotton. linen, silks, prints and
even organdie. (McCall 109). Tho
plaid creation just below is a
beach hat of the newest kind —
It's air-cooled, you’ll notice, for It
has just four straps tied In a bow
to make its crown. Make it to
match your beach togs and the
more colorful, the better. (McCall
109). The other two hats are the
new tie-on type -they ran be
opened up flat for washing and
pressing. That’s the answer to
the summer hat problem for
your youngsters, too. for it comes
In kiddies’ headsizes as well aa
adults’. (McCall 112). (By COM*
tesy of The McCall Company).

LETTERHEADS
BILLHEADS,
STATEMENTS
ENVELOPES,
FLYERS,
CARDS. ETC.,

$9.95
tarf

Per 1000

Parrrl Pont on each 1000 15c Extra

Order Now! Prices Are Going Up
Butter Paper printed in Blue or Black Ink
1000 Sheets, half pound size,
$3.00
1000 Sheets, one pound size,
Milk Bills, 1000,
In 5000 Lots

$3.7 5
$|.50

LEST YOU FORGET

SPECIAL OFFER
One year’s subscription to The Courier-Gazette Free
with each order of Wedding Invitations
or Announcements

FAST COLOR

MEN'S SINGLE PAI)

25c FANCY SILK

Embossed Letter Printing

FLAGS

GARTERS
9c

HOSE
2 pair for 25c

KHAKI

BROADCLOTH

Adds distinction, style and character to your sta
tionery, announcements, cards, folders, etc. We are
the only printers in Knox County using this up-todate process.

PANTS
84c

SHIRTS
49c

1x13
Fourth of July Pries

3 for 10c
White Stripe Flannel

PANTS
$1.55, $1.59

Whenever you are in the market for printing let us
figure with you
\

WHERE WE LEAD- MEN'S SLITS, OVER<,'OATS, TOP COATS

SUIT
Values to $25

"Hl. there," bellowed a policeman!
to an inebriated citizen, “you can't
stand there in the street"
"Yes, I can, orfsher,” retorted the ’
citizen proudly. "Don't you worry j
'bout me. I been standin’ here an
hour an’ ain't fell off yet.”—Wash
ington Labor.

1. What clothes are coolest?
X. Should men wear belts or
suspenders? J. What kind of

GEORGES RIVER ROAD

GEORGE

Mrs. Ira Tupper and daughter have
been a few days with Mr and Mrs.
In Hag:r.b;ck-Wallace zoological dis steeped In leonine hate? Eombayo, by Mickey McDonald. Otto Griebling.
Hindu acrobatic marvel doing double Earl Shipley, Joe Lewis and Paul Je Earl Kinney and MLss Nannie Kin
plays.
Circus features Include Princess Mu backward somersaults on the bound rome; Miss Agnes Doss and Miss ney.
Kaun. giraffe-necked woman from ing Indian rope; the intrepid Bellittl Esnia Wilson, stars of the high tra-; Mr and Mrs Adrian Kinney and
Upper Burma, where aristocratic la troupe of high-wire artists who risk peze. A colorful opening spectacle,' daughter are visiting her parents, Mr.
dies of the Padaung tribe encircle their lives In the lofty reaches of the "The Soudan," promises a riot of cir and Mrs Ardie Thomas.
their necks with solid brass rings that big top; ’Cheerful" Gardiner with cus color and action with hundred® of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking and
eventually stretch them to a length five herds of performing elephants; people and animals participating.
son
Darold, Mr and Mrs. Alton Brown
Doors
will
open
at
1
and
7
p.
m.,
an
of 14 Inches; iron-nerved Clyde Beat the Hills and the Clarkenlans. premier
ty youthful wild animal trainer In a' aeriallsts; scores of thoroughbred hour befcyc each performance, to per-1 and Miss Marlon Riley were callers on
single-handed battle with 40 mixed high school horses and their pretty mit a leisurely Inspection of the wild Mr and Mrs. Roland Thompson and
lions and tigers Jungle-bred and riders; a regiment of clowns headed animal menagerie.
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson in
Friendship Wednesday.
France pays tribute to the inventor
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Grant returned
of the saxophone. A nation that to White Head Thursday after a ten
I would do that ought to be willing to day vacation spent with Mr. and Mrs.
I pay anything—even its debts.— Earl Kinney.

MAKE YOUR OWN

Thit it (Ae fifth of a tenet of 12
arUdet on Vomfiont nnd Health.
The tilth, on What to Wear, will
antwer the quettiom:

$9.85

TOP COATS

OVERCOAT

$4 .85, $7.45

$6.15, $9. 95

Va’ues to $35

PALACE CLOTHES SHOP
CAMDEN

Open Evenings

•

MAINE
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Moves On!

In Everybody’s Column J*"* * * ******

THOMASTON

HAVE YOU SEEN THIS ?■

Advertisements ln this column not to '

f UIX

VZwLsEs

«
Mr and Mrs. Ralph D. Waldo ar
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 $. _ _.
* * *
M
cents, three times for 50 certs. Addl- w
rived at Port Clyde Saturday to spend
tional lines five cents each for one time,,
FOUR BURNER Perfection oil stove
10 cents for three times. Six words with mantle and oven, reasonable price,
week with their brother, Fred
make a line.
I a r ANDERSON. 23 Beechwoods St.,
, Waldo.
77.79
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnos Mills and fam
HAY FORK., open buggy and hen pen
for sale Call at 64 MECHANIC ST or
ily who have been occupying Judge
I Tel. 433-R.
77*79
Turner's house on Knox street for the
’
—
FORD
truck
with
hoist,
large
water
winter, have arrived at Daybreak
*
tank, hard wood table, large Ice box
Telephone 980
CANARY lost Friday afternoon, yel- for sale. C. E. OROTTON, 138 Camden
Cottage. Friendship, for the summer
low and green with band on one leg. , 8t.
78*80
Rockland,
Maine
as has been their custom for the past
74 OLD COUNTY ROAD Tel. 553-Y
GREEN
peas,
swlss
chard,
beet
greens,
78-80
ten years. At the close of the season
and other vegetables. H. E. BOWDEN.
Tel 1183-R___________ 77-79
SMALL skiff lost Friday night from Highlands
thiy will return to their home ln Lex
mooring. Teel Cove. Oeorges River,
ington, Mass, for the winter.
HAY RACK In good condition. $6 C.
painted green, yellow Inside. Reward If
79-81
returned
Address WALTON * BRAD A THURSTON. Rockville_______
Thc remains of Mrs. Ann Cole Grady
FORD, Tenant s Harbor Tel. 5-2 79*81
NEW
de
luxe
sedan,
and
second-hand
aged 50, a sister of Dr. Adam Cole,
STEEL-HANDLE pocket knife lost. Bulck ln good shape. Come and see.
78*83
who died in Orand Rapids, June 27.
Name Neumper & Diamond on handle, i 71 TILLSON AVE
Reward
at COURIER-GAZETTE office
were received here Saturday by Stan
FOUR HORSES for sale, goo^ new
78*80
milch cow. WILLIAM DONOHUE. Head
ley R Cushing and interred in Saint
of-the-Bay. Tel. 527-M
79-81
James cemetery.
DODGE TOURING CAR for sale, run
»
Miss Marjorie Mills entertained
leas than 11,000 miles. 74 WILLOW ST..
♦
Rockland
?7*7q
Misses Ellen and Elizabeth Mayo oi
♦
STANDING HAY for sale—fine quality,
New York at luncheon Thursday.
R
i
u , ,,aa large quantity, easy access. Price very
FARM HORSE wanted at about 1400 jow Phone 1154. MR. STUDLEY
77*79
The fire department had a call at
; lbs. Price must be reasonable. WAL- ----------------- -----------------------------------------2 am. Monday to a fire on the St
LACE E
SPEAR.
Waldoboro. Me .
BUFF ORPINGTON chicks for sale.
R. F D 1.
78*80' 15 for $1.20. Add 50c for parcel post and
George road. A house belonging to
~
shipping box to all mall orders for less
ANJLkmd of work waited by MINNIE than 100 ST0VER FEED MFG CO, on
John Jacobson in South Thomaston
■*—“
■
HENDRICKSON. Long Cove, Box 12.
track at 86 Park St . Rockland, Jusl
lust be77-79 I low Armour's. Tel. 1200
was entirely destroyed with its con
79-81
Yes, we’re perfectly sane. This is just
tents. The building was beyond sav
TWO reliat’.e tea and coffee route
SIX new milch cows for sale: also
salesmen,
for
towns
and
rural
sections
black horse five years. 1400 lbs., kind and
ing when the department arrived In
our way of telling you that at last
No capital required
Good weekly pay clever, single or double. ORAND VIEW
surance if any was not ascertained.
check. Write TULVER. Newark, N Y
we've found a rug that wears forever
FARM, Warren. Tel 5-6 Warren. 77*79
79*lt
Mrs. Carl Gray of Omaha gave an
WHEN you are planning to sell your
... well, almost forever. We are giving
I WANT to buy (I am an American> a chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
interesting talk with "Jesus" as her
farm or land with or without buildings, WARDS. Tel. 806-J . Rockland.
it 10 years of wear in 2 weeks. Come
78-tl
convenient to Rockland or Camden. |
topic, at the Baptist Church Sunday
and see it, right on our sidewalk. Ami
FITTED hard wood and Junks, per
Send description and price ln first letevening.
BOX R. Courier-Gazette office,
' cord $8: fitted soft wood. $8. T. J. CARinside our store, the same rug in a wide
78-83 ' ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
78-tf
H. B Humphrey and Richard
variety of beautiful patterns.
It’s
GIRL wanted for general housework i ----------------------------------------------------------I Humphrey of Boston, who have been
at 6 TALBOT AVE.. City. Tel. 1285
It
skid-proof, too, because of the new
staying at The Samoset the past week,
79-lt . ’
•
were guests Thursday of Mr. and Mrs
Layflex back.
HOUSEWORK wanted tn small family I
Write P O BOX 332, Thomaston 77*79
Amos Mills.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will have
U. OF M graduate wants chance to
AT Southend, furnished tenement of
chauffeur party to World's Fair, for ex
MASLANB ARGONNE RUG
a sale of cooked food on the churcn
penses only. C. L. THURSTON. 468 Old five rooms to let, with screened-tnporch.
good view of harbor. MRS.
County road
_________
77*79
lawn Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
PEARLEY MILLER. Tel. 802-J
78*80
Thc
Rug
Children
fl
’
on
’
f
Hear
Out
EXPERIENCED STITCHERS wanted
Mrs. Alida Keene has as guests over
FOUR
furnished
rooms
and
bath
to
Apply at MOD*~tN PANTS COMPANY.
78\. j let. Apply MRS, W S. KENNISTON.
the holiday Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
176 Main St. Tel. 874-W
78-tf
Keene and family of Dedham, Mass
POSITION as chet or order cook want
STORE to let at 6 Park St.. formerly
ed
Best cf references. H. T. PERRY.
and Mr. and Mrs. Wesson Hawes
Oraca St.. City.
rtf Munro's Cigar Store. Apply MUNRO'S
____________________________ RESTAURANT. 8 Park St.__________ 77*79
iMarion Keenetand family of Orange,
N. J. Mrs. James Levensaler who has
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can huy „ TO LET—At 69 North Main St., first
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the Jjoor tenement, five rooms and bath,
been with Mrs Keene the past week,
home news, at the Old 8outh News “ot water heat and garage, (fas and cook
Agency, Washington St., next Old South stove furnished
Apply at 63 NORTH
expected to return to Boston within
9x12 SIZE
Church; also at M. Andelman's. 284 MAIN ST. Tel. 261-J._____________ 77-79
a few days. Mrs. Hawes and child
EIGHT ROOM house, all modern, to
are to remain for an extended visit.
let. on Granite St.. Just off Main
Reasonable
rent, available at once J.
STATE
OF
MAINE
The Baptist Sunday school will picA KARL CO Phone 745-W
79-81
SHERIFF'S SALE
Patent^
Not
Granted
on
nic at South Pond Thursday, July, 6. union, and spent the evening at
FURNISHED room to let. large and
Knox County. SS.
airy overlooking bay; meals available at
meeting at the church at 10 o’clock. camp Kiora south Hcpe.
Taken thia eighth day of June. A
Mere Idea or Suggestion
Country Club, next aoor
MRS LEO
1933 on execution dated May 24. A
Should the day be stormy, go Friday
Mr and Mrs Frederick Randlett
No patent may be granted ob a 1933 Issued on a Judgment rendered by HOWARD. 121 Maverick St. Tel. 212-M.
the Superior Court for the County ol |
■
77*79
If the weather appear unfavorable and children and Mia Gladys Lucsert mere idea or suggestion.
at the term thereof begun and
SIX ROOM house, all modern to let
but lt is decided to go. the bell will be cj Fast Milton, Mass . are guests of |
The patent office requirement It Knox,
held at Rockland within and lor said »t 22 Oak St : furnished apartment
first Tuesday ol Orient St. all modern: furnished aDartrung at 930.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden G. Merrifield. that “there must be a complete de County
Uau A.
A oiD.
nKnow,
Ifm ontothe
aa
. . • _Inquire
H
May,
1933,
wit. r»n
on the
the Ifith
10th ment. crc
556 Main St., upstairs
The Baptist choir rehearsal ail. yr Randlett will return after the scription of the Invention and lt day of May, A D 1933. ln favor' of Al ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller-Cobbmust
be
accompanied
by
drawings
fred Morton of Friendship In said Coun DavU.
74-tf
be held at the home of Mrs. Amy hc;iday> the others remaining for
suitably Illustrating the same if it ty of Knox, collector of taxes for said
FURNISHED house to let In Rockland,
Town ot Friendship for the year A D.
Tripp Wednesday evening, Note the several weeks stay.
is of a machine or other device 1931. duly choeen and qualified, against seven rooms and garage. Pleasant loca
change in date.
For particulars address p. s N.
Miss Barbara Gilchrest has re which can be Illustrated. If the de Cecil R. Seymour of Lancaster ln the tion.
74-80
• • • •
Commonwealth of Massachusetts for Courier-Gazette.
turned from a visit to Mr. and Mrs. vice Is not operative and not so twenty-eight dollars and sixty cents
FINANCE—Carl H. Berets, financier
HALF a double house to let at 83
The sacrament of the Lord’s Sup
Clarence Lunt in Boston and Is with clearly set forth as to make It ca iS28 60i debt or damage, and thirteen Summer St Inquire C M. HARRINGof New York, urges standard form of
per was administered at the close of
78.tf
pable of manufacture from the de dollars ($13) costs of suit, and will be TON Tel 551-W.______
sales contract for sellers of securities.
her parents at Stone's Point.
sold at public auction to the highest
SCIENCE—20,000 square yards of surface in one cubic
scription, no patent can Issue."
Sunday morning worship at the Fed
AT 22 Crescent St . seven room house
He Is member of advisory group co-op
bidder therefor, at the store of Robert
toilet, electricity, rent $14 month
erating with New York State Insurance
inch of Nucha r activated carbon. Its remarkable properties
Models are not necessary, how L. Thompson ln said Friendship on the flush
erated Church. The morning them'
78*80
A Perilous Adventure
day of July. A. D 1933 at Including water TEL 384-W.
Dept. in solving problems of guaranteed
are used to remove taste and odors from water supply of
ever, and will not be received by the fourteenth
was
"An
Ampler
Patriotism,
”
with
eleven o'clock ln the forenoon, standard
FIVE ROOM tenement to let Ground
400 V. S. cities. Photo shows appearance under microscope.
mortgage bonds in state.
This is the story of the trip of patent office unless lt requests them. time, the following described real estate floor All modern 9 Suffolk St. M M
thc text "All things are yours.” and
68-tf
It Is not required by law that a and all the right, title and Interest GRIFFIN, 23 Ocean St.
the anthem and hymns were in keep “Kirk" antj his dance orchestra from patent attorney be engaged. But. which the said Cecil R Seymour has.
TENEMENT at 80 Pleasant St. to let
and
had
tn
and
to
the
'same
on
the
Rockland
to
Pulpit
Ha:bor
Saturday
anI™U?e 5 Bath' sun P°rch. garage.
1 beys while Audrey Coombs and Pa tralto solo, Blanche Hamilton Kit- ing. The evening sermon on “The
says a pamphlet issued by the office, thirteenth day of January. A. D. 1933 at ™
VINALHAVEN
iEL B58-J,
78-tf
Oeorge Insight of the Spirit" was a study al
trombone solo,
He hired a "the preparation of an application 10 o'clock and 10 minutes ln the fore
tricia Marce sang “Church in the tredge;
HALF house to let at 17 Warren St,
noon. the time when the same was at
40-foot
power
boat
owned
and
operais a highly complex proceeding and tached on the writ in said suit, to wit:
Misses Lilian Rets and Pally Wcod Wildwood;" When grandma was a Swears; piano solos. Evelyn Arey the wonder and glory of life to the
seven pleasant rooms: also two Karaites
l ted by thc Pendleton brothers. Thc generally cannot be conducted prop
78-tf
Land on the eastern side of Friend Inquire 12 WARREN ST.
cam? Saturday far the weekend re little girl, four girls; vocal duet. Hall. Following the banquet the seeing eye, the hearing ear and the
| boat was only two years old, able, erly except by an attorney trained ship Long Island, and bounded and de zROLLER to let at very low rate.
scribed as follows
turning to Quir.cy. Macs., Tuesday. Marion White and Marjorie Smith; annual alumni ball was held in Me- understanding mind. Lovely sprays
Called for and delivered. Heavy water
Beginning at stake and stones on
i and strongly built, and the captain a In this specialized procedure.
oallaat roller. Phone 791. CRIE HARD
Mr and Mrs. Danald Patterson of Nothing Too Small. David Duncan, morial hall with a large attendance of roses and other flowers from the
the shore or bank of the eastern
“
The
Inventor,
therefore.
Is
ad

WARE CO. 408 Main St.
78-U
j
capable
and
trustworthy
man.
The
corner
of
land
of
the
late
Edward
Garden Club exhibits of the day be
Massena. N. Y.. arrived here Sat Jr.; recitations, Herbert Conway. Music by Midnighter's Orchestra.
Thomas, deceased;
| night was very dark on account of a vised to employ a competent pat
St
Priscilla Whittington, Edith Hall,:
fore added their beauty and fra
Thence northwest on the stone wall
ent attorney, as without skillful
urday.
; thick fog, a high wind was blowing preparation of the specifications and
♦
one hundred seventy-flv» (175) feet;
Mis. Edith M. Smith
grance.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Smith af Irene Ames. Marise Gray, Carolyn
to
stake
and
stones;
I
i and the sea rough The party had claims, a patent grant Is of doubt
Edith May, wife of Frank An
Thence about southwest two hun
Rockland arrived Saturday for thc Calder, Surprise Song, Priscilla
During the lesson hour Sunday in I
dred ninety-three (293) feet to stake
some misgivings, but had to try to ful value.’’
thony
Smith,
died
at
her
home
on
•
— — — —
Chilles and Sally York; vocal solo.
the beginners' room of the Federated
holiday.
and stones;
The life of a patent Is seventeen
meet the engagement. On board were
Pleasant
street.
June
29.
after
a
long
Thence
southeast
to
said
Edward
THREE
small places ror sale, suitable
Mrs. Mora Whitney of Cambridge. Jesus Loves the Children. Matia
Sunday School a birthday service
Thomas' water fence;
for henneries. 3 to 15 acres. $750 to
seven members of the orchestra, five years.
Thence northeasterly around the
$850
V F. STUDLEY, 283 Main 8t.
Mass., was a guest over the holiday Robinson; song by eight girls; reci illness, during which she was ten was used for Jean Cushing's fifth
passengers and three in the crew.
Tel. 1080
shore to the first mentioned bound,
78-tf
tations by Marilyn Carver, Mary derly cai ?d for by her daughters Alta birthday, June 28th, with songs, Miss1
of M;s. Carrie Thomai
containing two acres, more or less,
6
making
15 total. They made a buoy
Hiatorical
Sketch
of
Uruguay
with
buildings
thereon.
Capt. Luther Burns and family of Helen Ames. Paula Gray. Ruth Kit- and Mildred. Deceased was the Blanche Raysor's gift of the cake
.......
’ <4
Dated this eighth day of June. A. D
.
, ,
hear the entrance to the harbor but;
Wollaston. Mass., are visiting ie!a- tredge. Wallace Coombs. Lorraine daughter
!he late Ephraim and with lighted candies,
Uruguay has an area of 72,000 1933
«
and the lesson
not iden;ify M At g 15 the boat
STANLEY L. POLAND
tives in town.
Pierce, Rita Knowlton Mary Mar- Arvllla Smith and was born in on kindness and courtesy. The other ran onto a reef call€d thc ..Flddler • square miles. The most notable fea
73-T-79
Deputy
Sheriff.
t
Mrs. Arthur Brown of Somerville garet Chilles; Flag Salute, America Vinalhaven 59 years ago. She bore members present were Beulah Pow- the bow pa££ing QVer bu, sUrn he;cl ture of this country is Its long roll
w
ing plains, comprising almost the
STATE OF MAINE
patience and ers, Joan Crie, Elaine and Leroy
Mass, arrived here Saturday.
and benediction, by the school. The ber affliction with patience
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
fast on the rocks, with the tide ebb entire length of the country. Sheep County of Knox. as.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Miss Sara Bunker is home for the children's concert was a colorful |fortitude. andleaves many friends
Swanholm, Robert and Gilbert Beat- ing, By means of a small skiff ar and cattle raising are the principal
To the Honorable Justice of the Su- j
______ 78-tf
Court, next to be holden at Rock- I
summer vacation, from Ridgewood, event, the eager faces of the chll- to mourn her loss. Besides her tie, Leonard Stetson, Edwin Leach,
Industries. Agriculture is also prac perlor
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock
land
within
and
for
said
County
on
the
anchor
with
a
cable
attached
was
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
ticed to a considerable extent. Wine first Tuesday of November, 1933:
N. J„ where she has completed her dren. their pretty clothes and the husband she is survived by daugh Roger Long, James Gillchrest, with
run quite a distance ahead. The 15 is produced In large quantities, and
Tekla M Erickson of South Thomas solicited. H. C. RHODM. Tel. 519-*.
year's teaching.
! profusion of early summer flowers, ters. Alta and Mildred; sons Melville Mrs O. F, Cushing, the superintendton In said County respectfully repre-,
men grasped the cable and the power
LAWN MOWERS sharpen
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 8. Pierce anti making a picture not soon to be for- Reuben and Theron; also one grand ent. and Miss June Henry, her assist- was turned on the €nglne but the tobacco nod olives are cultivated. sents that her maiden name was Tekla
Gold, silver, copper, lead, magnesia Mak.uen, that she wax married to John tlon guaranteed. Called for and deltvson.
She
was
a
member
of
the
children arrived Friday from Boston gotten. The young performers carE
Erickson
at
Boston,
ln
the
Common-1
wvlce. Phone 791, CRIE
ant'
boat did not start. Fearing damage and lignite are mined. There are wealth ol Massachusetts on the filth HARDWARE CO.,
408 Main St.. City.
and are guests of her parents Mr ried off their parts in an admirable American Legion Auxiliary.
about 1,500 miles of railways, while day of September. 1925; that subse- 1 ___________________________________ 78-tf
Mrs.
John
Tillson
entertained
22
,
to
the
propeller
the
effort
was
abanFuneral
services
were
held
at
the
manner,
very
pleasing
to
the
large
I
and Mrs. Richard Young.
Pythian Sister; at supper Friday aft- | doned. Soundings showed seven feet river transport Is very extensive. quent to said marriage the parties here- f KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
home Saturday afternoon, Rev. N
to resided In said Boston and at Rock- ' order. Keys made to fit locks when
Mrs. Ho: ace Coombs and daugh audience.
ernooa at her home on Knox street, of water, which in a short time drop- Montevideo Is the capital and chief land, aforesaid, as husband and wife original keys are lost. House, office or
F.
Atwood,
pastor
of
Union
Church
seaport;
Paysandu,
seaport
on
the
until
October 6, 1926. since which date Car. Code books provide keya lor all
ter, who have been visiting Mr. and
I’ was a pleasant cccasion.
ped to four feet.
Uruguay river, with meat packing she has lived within the State ol locks without bother. Scissors and
Alumni In Annual Meeting
[ officiating. Members of the Ladies
Mrs. Emil Ccombs, have returned to
Maine;
that she has always conducted Knives sharpened Prompt service ReaThe Ladies' Aid will meet with
At first the men did not look upon interests; Salto, also on the Uru herself toward
Vinalhaven alumni held a ban- ; Auxiliary were present at the servher said husband as a aonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO,
Rockland.
Miss Margaret Crandon Wednesday. lt as a serious matter, but as the tide' guay, does a large business ln hides. true, faithful and affectionate wile, but I 408 Main St., Rockland. Tel. 791. 78-tf
that her said husband, unmindful of fils ------------------------Dr. Howard Pulling and family quet Friday evening at Union • ice. The abundance of beautiful Please take dishes.
ebb'ed the boat began to pound and
marriage vows and obligations, has been j _
~
Church vestry, featuring the annual j floral offerings testified to the love
are at Honeymoon Lodge.
guilty of cruel and abusive treatment I
Robert Creighton returned to Bos roll. A can of kerosene and four cans
Custom Welcomes Spring
toward her; and also that at Boston ’ gx/i/in a aera nilict/n *
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Donovan of get-together, with about 150 pres- and esteem in which she was held ton Monday to resume his position on
aforesaid, on said October 6. 1926. the « Isf.f-S A Ml) {’Ulf’lf C (
gasoline broke their lashing and were
In Thuringia, Germany, a custom libelee utterly deserted your libelant1 8 ■jVIXJU nilLF VaSIVlYU .
Boston are visiting her parents Mr. ent. It was served by the ladies’ Interment was in Cummings ceme the Boston Herald. He was accom
tossed
about,
with
some
leakage
from
circle. The tables were prettily tery. Those from out of town to at
prior to the Christian era 1$ still and she avers that such desertion has
and Mrs. Ernest Williams.
panied by Miss Alice McKenna who each. This gave a more serious turn followed, its observance being seen continued for three consecutive years 1 ________
"
next prior to the filing of this libel.
SIEB S OVERSIZE CHICKS grow larger.
Mrs. Charles Schofield of Rock decorated with cut flowers, and that tend the funeral were Reuben Smith has been the house guest of Miss ' to the mishap, and the men equipped
best
at
Eisenach
on
the
fourth
Sun

Wherefore
she
prays
that
the
bonds
mature
quicker,
lay
better.
All
pure
land arrived Saturday to visit her of the class of 1933 with the class of Portland. Mrs. Achsa Jacobs of Elizabeth Creighton for two weeks,
Hogan Tested. Per 100 prepaid:
day in Lent The procession forms of matrimony now existing between her bred
themselves with life preservers.
colors cf blue and silver. The busi Hope, and Mrs. Merle Messer of
and the said John E Erickson may be Wh . Buff, Brown Leghorns. Anconas.
mother Mrs. A. U. Patterson.
at the old church of SL Nicholas, dissolved
and
was
returning
to
her
home
in
$4.50;
Brd.. Wh . Buff. Rocks. S. C. Reds.
About
2
a.m.
the
incoming
tide
lifted
by
divorce
and
that
the
custody
ness meeting which followed the Union.
• • • •
headed by a mounted herald fol of Eleanor F.. minor child of the parties Wh. Wyand , Wh.. Buff Orps.. $4 75; Wh.
Taunton, Mass.
the
boat.
Investigation
showed
no
<Sr
Black
Mlnorcas. R C. Reds. S. L.
banquet was presided over by the
Children’' Day Program
lowed by a band and three men hereto, may be awarded to her until
Wallace Parker of Marblehead, leakage, and at daylight the return to ln mantles of plented straw. The further order of the Court under such Wyand. $6 00; Hvy Asstd, $4 00; Lt.
president.
Miss
Annice
Gross
and
Rev. N. F. Atwood gave a splen
conditions touching Its eupport and Ass’td. $3 50. Add 25c on orders less
MICKIE SAYS—
Mass., has joined his wife and Rockland was begun. The only light “Wagon of Winter” comes next maintenance as may appear reasonable than 100. Prompt live delivery guaran
did sermon on ’ Flags" at the morn reports were read by the secretary.
teed. SIEBS HATCHERY. 325. Lincoln,
Just.
daughter ln the family of Mr. and 1 they had while the boat was on the carrying an old man with a long and
-----------------------------------------78*lt
Your libelant further avers that the Hl.
ing service at Union Church Sun Mrs, Evelyn Chilles Patrick. New
Mrs.
Alpheus
Jones.
'
ledge
was
Kirk's
pocket
flashlight.
beard,
who
sits
on
a
throne
ln
the
present
whereabouts
of
ber
husband
ts
SMAUz Grts EDITORS GET
day. Gilbert Auld of Tenant's Har officers elected are: President, Doro
to her and cannot be ascer
Mrs. Hattie Allen and daughters j He said to the correspondent “You middle of snowy fir trees. Behind unknown
■«
LOTS O' GREOtT PER LEAVIU'
tained by the exercise of reasonable
bor was soloist. At 6 p. m. a com thy Thomas; vice president, Nellie
»
these another herald rides, preced diligence.
OUT
LOCAL
SCAUOALS,
BUT
Misses
Hattie
and
Ina
Allen
are
at
[
may
know
I
never
will
go
on
a
trip
munity sing at the band stand, was Hall; secretary, Evelyn Patrick;
(Signed) TEKLA M. ERICKSON.
♦
ing
“
Sunna,"
the
Goddess
of
Spring,
MOST O' TH' CREDIT GOES
their summer home on Pine street.
without it," and another part of the whose coming Is announced by a sli
Dated June 26. 1933
$
enjoyed by the large gathering, and ! treasurer, Melville Smith: cxecuTO TH' READERS OP SMALL
STATE
OF
MAINE
equipment
will
be
a
lafge
dory.
The
j
Miss Elizabeth Creighton enter
at 7 o'clock a Children's Day concert | tlve committee. Helen Carlon Johnver bugle. Winter suddenly flees County of Knox. ss.
UEUJSPAPERS, BECUZ. THEV
June 26. 1933
TWO ROOM camp to let at Hosmer
Then personally appeared Tekla M
tained at cards Saturday afternoon boat's fog apparatus was sounded to' nnd Surina and all the people feast
APPROVE OF OMITTlUG th'
was presented. This ts always an J son. Dorothy Cassie. Flavilla Arey.
Erickson and made oath to the truth of Pond. $8 per week. $25 per month. $40
WAYWARD DOIWGS OP TH'
in
honor
of
Miss
Alice
McKenna
of
attract
attention
and
once
or
twice
for the season. EDWIN A DEAN, Rockand
danqe.
the
foregoing,
by
her
subscribed.
event of interest and the auditorium Letters were read from Carrie
land Highlands. Tel. 671-J.
78*83
HOME FOLKS
Before me,
Taunton, Mass., who has been her they thought they heard a fog signal 1
was filled to its utmost capacity. Crockett Colmere, Texas; Stephen
CHARLES T. SMALLEY
CRESCENT BEACH cottage on water
house guest for two weeks. Four from a boat which might be search
I Seal I
Notary Public.
front, four rooms, open fireplace, mod
Chilly
The program, announced by Miss Small, California; Flora Page, Wash
8TATE OF MAINE
ern Improvements. To rent by week
tables were in play. First prize at ing for them Mr. Kirkpatrick stated
IL
8J
Dorothy Cobb with Mrs. Albert Car ington, D. C.; and Victor Wall of
or season. Price reasonable. Inquire
,
.
. . .
,.
. .
, ..
He bad proposed many times, and
Knox, ss
464-M.
78*80
cards
was
won
by
Miss
Helen
Frances
had
been
making
trips
to
the
hcr
,
agt
refuga
,
,
m(|
|leM
g0
em
.
ver at the piano, had thsse num Bo ion. The address to class of
Clerk's Office. Superior Court,
SUMMER camp at Spruce Head to let
Pa., second ! islands to play for dances for 24 years pliatic that lately they bad met as
Forney
of
Lancaster,
ln
vacation
1933,
guests
of
the
association,
was
bers: Singing, school: prayer by the
furnished. E. V. SHEA. South Thom
Rockland. June 26. A. D. 1933.
strangers.
prize by Miss May Gould of Thom- and this was his first mishap,
79-81
pastor; recitation. Douglas^ Hall. delivered bv L. B. Dyer and remarks
Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered. aston. Tel. 354-11.
But,
on
the
ice
one
day,
he
could
That the Libellant give notice to said
aston and Boston, in contract, and
FOR SALE or for rent, cottage on Up
Welcome; recitations by Bernadette 1 made by Rev, N. F. Atwcod, H. E
John
E.
Erickson
to
appear
before
our
Large
chicks.
15
for
$1.
Stover
’
s
i
per
Megunticook
Lake,
three
rooms,
not resist the temptation to $kate
Michigan, prize was won by Miss
Court to be holden at Rock- screened porch, float, row boat. wood.
Nichols, Nornia Phillips. Richard j Ecman of Lisbon Falls and C. L.
near her. She fled, lie followed, Superior
I Feed Mfg. Co.. Rockland.
79-31
laifa. within and for the County of Ice. $10 weekly. JOHNSON TALBOT.
Joan Moulaison of Rockland. The |
Dyer, Betty Dyer. Priscilla White | Eoman. Out of town members presand neither noticed the danger Knox on the first Tuesday of November Lincolnville, Me. Tel. 24-3 .
77-79
guest prize went to Miss McKenna
Constance Webster, Herbert Peter-lent were Mrs. Pauline Patterson
ahead until lt was too late. So there A. D. 1933. by publishing an attested
MODERN COTTAGE at Cooper's Beach
copy
ol
said
Libel,
and
this
order
there

OWL’S HEAD
The house was decorated throughout
they stood In four feet of freezing on. three weeks successively ln The Cou to let, month of July. Reasonable rate.
son; Buttercup exercise, nine girls; I Schofield and Bernice Stinson DunApply Mrs A. W HANSCOM. phdne
water while rescuers got busy push rier-Gazette. a newspaper printed ln U77-W or MRS. FANNIE RYDER 79-81
with
beautiful
peonies
from
the
garsinging, school, Children's Day; bar of Rockland, Ethel Black Auld.
Rockland ln our County of Knox, the
Mrs. Bertha Cross of Washington, ing out a ladder.
den of Mrs. Charles A. Creighton, D c, and Mr and Mrg „ Q Norton
LERMOND POND CAMP to let by day
last publication to be thirty days at least
recitations by Kenneth Hopkins. Tenant's Harbor. The program in"Now that the lee Is broken,” he prior to said first Tuesday of November or week Accommodates six. Tel 46.
who has one of the most beautiful
Dorothy Johnson. Ruth Carver; eluded these numbers, pleasingly
of New Brunswick, N. J., who have said, with chattering teeth, "may I next, that he may there and then ln MRS. LUTHER A. CLARK. Thomaston.
gardens in town.
Refreshments been visiting relatives in this vicinity say again how my love burns for our said court appear and show cause. __________
77-tf
song, Jesus Loves Me, Ruth Arey; rendered: Selections by the MidIf any ne have, why the prayer of said
PURNISHED apartment to let. two
were served to the guests,
Libellant should not be granted.
recitations, Jane Libby, Joan John nighter? Orchestra; soprano solos
you
leturned to their homes Sunday.
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEBOCK
WM H. FISHER
ST Tc! ;;;
211-M
78-tf
Luther A. Clark, Oscar Gould, Mr.
“The warmth of your regard |L. S| Justice of the
son, Ruth Skoog, Ethelyn Johnson, bj- Avis Mae Johnson of Sanford;
Rev. and Mrs. Samuel Russell and
Superior Court.
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
leaves
me
cold,"
was
her
stony
re

and Mrs. Aaron Clark spent Sunday Miss Ruth Russell of Milton, Mass., J
A true copy of the Libel and Order of
Junior Davis; song. “Spring," by reading of her poems by Alice Eve
rooms. Annly at CAMDEN 8c ROCK
the Court thereon.
LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634
78-tf
afternoon with Luther Clark's are occupying their cottage for the, ply.—Tit-Bits.
lyn Gould of Washington, D. C.;
Oloria. Norma and Rilth Skoog.
Attest:
MILTON
M.
GRIFFIN,
Clerk.
FURNISHED, heated apartment to let
mother, Mrs. Margaret Clark, in1 summer.
The collection was taken by four saxophone solo, Flavilla Arey; con76-T-82 Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
. 78-tf

at

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

LOST AND FOUND’

WANTED

THE RUG ON THE SIDEWALK I

TO LET
;
M**********>******w

o n ly

$2950

i ^ht’ “ told b>’ him; sW’.

REAL ESTATE

MISCELLANEOUS

Summer Cottages

78-

OClETY.

hearty applause testified to the
pleasure given by the happy little
Juvenile Peifornicrs Appear Before play and thc performers.
No more professionalism sur
a Highly Appreciative Audience
rounds Droducttons by the Lakewood
Several months ago, long before . Players, the Surry Players or the
she had attained her present age of Penobscot'Players, than evinced by
I five going on six, Emmy Lou, daugh- The Local Players, as their two page
i ter of Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Pcaslee. | program indicates:
The Local Players
aspired to give a play, and while j
present
she is a diminutive creature, her)
The Jolly Smiles Crew
a three-act-play by
mind is well balanced and she Is
Wanda B Longacre
fired with determination. So the I
88 Summer Street
Friday afternoon. June 30
j play was given. The modest admis- j
at 2 30
Cha-acters (In order of appearance)
sion netted the young producer six
Captain
Ethel Hayes
cents, and while this return might Nobs
RolandHayes
One-Eye
..................................
Sylvia
Haves
have discouraged a Noel Coward, lt Toffy
Dorothy Sherman
............................ Maxine Perrv
savored of success to Emm; Lou. Bumper
Pilot ...........................
DouglasPerry
who Immediately harbored the hope
The Prisoners
Joe
D'rtyfnee
........................
Walter
Butler
to produce another play in the near
Susy Doolittle .................. Vlttrlce Hayes
future.
Mary I.ate-to-Bed
Jovee Cahill
Ous Gloom .............. Herbert Elllngwood
Later she announced that inten
Art I
’s cabin of a pirate
tion. but it was soon realized that Scene The Captain
ship
Act
II
her ambition overshadowed her
as Art I. It Is the day fol
years and size. However, thc seco Scene: Camelowing
the battle
Art III
she had sown Inspired a group of
Scene: Same as Art I and TI. The time
neighborhood children, nor.-? over
Is one month later.
Between Arts I and II
ten years, who fell in with Emmy Vocal solo—It’s Only a Shinty ..............
Lou's ideas, and on Friday after
I
Horn solo- In the Valley of the Moon
noon The Local Players made their
Ethel Hayes
first professional bow to the public Vocal duet The Old Kitchen Kettle
Maxine Perry. Sylvia Hayes
In "The Jolly Smiles Crew." While
Between Arts IT nnd III
Vocal
duet
Have
You Ever Been Iz>nelv
Emmy Lou was not in the east, no
Maxine Perihr. Sylvia Haves
i one was more interested In bringing Puem The Orumbler. Dorothy Sherman
Darling ...........................
j the production to maturity than she. Vocal duet-Mv
Maxine PerMv, Sylvia Hayes
After Act TTI
and thc success attained by the
Vo**al duet At the Close of a Ixmg Long
young players reflected her untiring
Day
Maxine Perry, Sylvia Hayes
zeal.
The Local Players thank all who
The play was presented in the helped them to present this play.
upper room of the Praslee garage Special thanks are extended to Mrs.
which liad been fitted with a stage, E. W. Peaske who gave the use of
draw curtains and other theatre ac the garage; also Mrs. Peaslee for
cessories, The floor had been swept helping them with the program; Ed
and cleaned, curtains were placed ward M. Hayes, Sr., the staging
at the windows, settees were bor and Catherine B. Black, prompt
rowed dressing rooms arranged— er; Edward Hayes. Jr., who tended
every attention was given by the refreshment booth and collected
young players to have their theatre tickets; James Hayes and Richard
as letter perfect as their parts. And Marsh, ushers.
their parts were letter perfect as
If nothing happens to prevent it.
the two rehearsals a day promised. The Local Players will present the
Very little adult assistance was two-act play "Baucis and Philemon"
i given, those who did aid in any way next summer. They hope that
! being remembered with complimen everyone will come and bring their
tary tickets. A capacity house wit friends. It is a play that every
nessed the performance, and the one will enjoy, they declare.

P. P. Trafton and daughter, Miss
Adelaide Trafton, are visiting rela
tives in Machias.

THE LOCAL PLAYERS

E. Mont Perry is ill at the home of
hitf niece, Mrs. L. R. Smith, VinaihaJ ven. Miss Lucinda Young Is acting
as nurse.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Horrocks
Mrs. Berger Magnuson of Vinalha-!
are having as guests for the weekend
hcliday Mrs. Horrock's mother, Mrs. i ven is a patient at Knox Hospital.
Olivia Dondero, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Miss Christine Elliot of Portland
Condcro, MLss Dorothy Dondero and
Miss Dorothy Harlow, all of Rock is house guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. A
Mrs. Edward W. Bok of Merlon, Pa.,
Thurston at The Highlands.
land, Mass.
arrived Saturday by train, to spend
the summer at Nimaha, hcr estate at
Mrs. Ada Prescott has as hcr guest, J
The Brqwnc Club is to have a pic
Beauchamp Point, Rockport
nic Friday night at the Ash Point her niece, Miss Mildred Spear, of j
Warren.
cottage of Mrs. C. P. French.
Mr. and Mrs. II. N. McDougall and
MLss Gertrude Blacklngton was a
Mrs. Sarah Billings came to MegunGrant Datfls entertained his club ,
ticcok lake for the weekend aud I June 28 as a birthday observance. I guest of Miss Helen Davis at Port
Clyde last week.
holiday.
present Kent Glover, Buddy Cltis' helm, Richard Karl, Jimmy Harding,
Miss Mary Crimbrisk of Brighton,
Mrs. Alice Gribbin of Durham,
i Elmer Lufkin and Roger Perry. After ' Mass., was a weekend guest of Mr.
N. H„ and daughter, Miss Dorothy pictures at the Strand Theatre the ;
and Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan at Holi
Gtibbin, who is supervisor of art ln
boys adjourned to Grant’s home day Beach.
the schools of Concord, N. H., and
! where supper was waiting for them. ,
Lcnald Gribbin who is studying op
W. A. Seavey had as weekend
tometry in Boston, are spending a
Mrs. A. J. Nichols, HiU street, had guests, his father H. L. Seavey and;
month at Hotel Eastland.
as ’guest last week her father, O. D J. E. Drinkwater of Brewer. Mr
Drinkwater came to enter the "otfiLcrmond of North Haven.
Mrs. J. Marden DeShon of Portland
bcard" motor races at Chickawaukie
who is a frequent guest in the home
Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell and Lake.
of Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury, will Miss Edith Bicknell returned Friday
be a candidate for second vice presi from a week in Boston.
Neil Little and Miss Feme Brown
dent of the Maine Federation of
! attended the annual confelence for t
Women's Clubs at the annual meet
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur P. Haines are Episcopal young people at Eowdoin !
ing next fall.
spending the weekend and holiday at College last week. Rev. E. O. Kenyon, j
rector of St. Peter's Church of this
True's Camp, Rangeley Lakes.
Charles P. Percy of Brooklyn is
city, and Rev Ralph Hayden of St.I
with his sister, Mrs. John E. Walker,
Thomas' Church. Camden, being
Thomaston.
among the faculty members.
SUMMER VISITORS
In addition to personal notes regard
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information ol
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will tx
gladly received.
TEI.EPHOKB ............................... 710 or 794

Mrs. Lizzie Gillis, for many years a ’
Rockland resident, who has' been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. John L. Stahl
in Camden has gone to North Haven
for the summer.
Ben Ames Williams and sons, Chil- }
ton and Ben Amrs Jr., of Chestnut I
Hill, Mass., were at Hardscrabble I
Fatm, Sear.-mont, their summer.
heme, Thursday, on their way to
Digby ,N. S.. on a fishing trip. With
Mrs. Williams and daughter Ann«*
they will come to Scarsmont later for I
an exteaded visit.

Page Sevefl
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Every-OtKcr-Day

Occasionally one hears the re
mark: "I did not see anything in
Courier-Gazette about my
attests" A little reflection will
snow the impossibility of ob
taining the names of all summer
visitors who come to Rockland
in July and August. The paper
desires to note such arrivals (the
guests themselves look for lt),
and to this end asks Its readers
to send in such items, either di
rectly to the office, or to the
society reporter, Mrs. Gladys
Morgan, whose telephone num
ber is 794. Social events as well
-as arrivals and departures arc
aesirea.
desired.

Fred P. Colson and family who have
been at their cottage. The Open Door,
Ash Point, are spending the week at
their home on Florence street, having
rented the cottage to Pennsylvania
1 parties.

Opportunity Class meets Thursday
evening at 7 30 at thc First Baptis'
parlors. Bring finished patchwork
pieces

Mrs. C. M. Swimm (Anna Hall) of
Winthrop, Mass., who is visiting Miss
Chrystol Cameron at Holiday Beach,
was honor guest at a delightful picnic
Saturday night, other guests being
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe McKinney
The S.U.V. Auxiliary Is having a
TODAY
and daughter Shirlene arc spending I public card party tomorrow evening old Rockland friends.
JANET GAYNOR
• WORABLE"
the summer at thc Bee Hive, Lincoln- at Grand Army hall, with Mrs. Nellie
Miss Mtrtie Hemingway of New
Achorn in charge. Play will begin at YJork is expeetea to arrive the latter
ville Beach.
8 o'clock.
part of the week for her annual sum- I
WEDNESDAY
Philler House at Dark Harbor,
mer visit with Mrs. S. G MacAlman, Outstanding features of the Great Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus, Which will be in this city
Peggy Ann Hutchinson of Augusta
which will take care of transient
CARY GRANT, BENITA HUME
Broad street.
July 4th, at the Pleasant Street Grounds
guests this summer, opened officially is the guest of Master Bryce New
IN
Saturday. Dr. Charles Jessup with man.
At the meeting of the Camden Ro
_
Rene Fischer arrived at The High
WADSWORTH-LEADBETTER
Mrs. George Brown of Everett,
his wife and three children of New
tary- Club last week the members had
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smith and
York will be the first house guests.
the pleasure of hearing talented Mass., is spending a few weeks at lands Friday by auto, from Pelham.
The real reason behind the resig
Mrs. Theodore Frothlngham and j daughter Nathalie, of Portland, are Adelyn Bushnell in a number of read her cottage at Cooper's Beach. Mrs. N. Y., for a weekend visit with his
A glittering jn'are anchored thn • miles
daughter, Dorothea, of Boston, will 1i spending the holiday weekend with ings. presented in her inimitable Alice M. Spear who has been her wife and children. He brought as his nation of Miss Ramona M. Leadbet
outside the law!
ter
from
the
High
School
faculty
was
be the next guests, their stay to be j Mr. and Mrs. Austin M Smith, Grace manner. Included in the program guest has returned to her home on’ guests his brother Lynn and Robert
explained by the announcement this
Farrell both of Pelham.
THURSDAY
short, as they will spend the season i street.
were two of Miss Bushnell's pupils, the Old County road.
week of her marriage on May 14 at
in Bar Harbor. Mr. and Mrs. Lang- I
M. F. Lovejoy and family went Joan Berman and Florence Dean of
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Gould of War Washington to Thomas Shea Wads
Mr. and Mrs .Fred Sacker of New
horn Gibson and family arrived I
Saturday to their cottage at Craw Rockland Several of the readings
ren
were callers in this city Sunday. worth of Belfast.
York
arrived
Monday
and
will
spend
Thursday from New York and are at |
with
Both Mr. and Mrs. Wadsworth
ford Lake for the remainder of the had musical accompaniment, by- a few weeks at Spruce Head, i
the Macy cottage. They brought'
Marshall Bradford. Among the guests
Miss Bessie Middleton of Wilming were members of the Crosby High
season.
CAROLE LOMBARD
with them several horses, but these
were Hervey C Allen , Phil Jones and
ton, Del., enroute to Vinalhaven for School class of 1924. The bride was
RANDOLPH SCOTT
Mrs.
Faith
E.
Callahan
and
daugh

will be taken to Seven Hundred Acre
Hugh Benner entertained at bridge James O'Hara.
a month's vacation, was guest Satur-, graduated from University of Maine
VIVIENNE OSBORNE
ter Miss Beulah Callahan are visit
Island, to the estate of Mr. Gib'on'., Friday evening, with Edgar Cook cf
day of Miss Frances Young, Purchase '29, since when she had been a sucII. B. WARNER
One of Broadway's greatest suc ing Mr. and Mrs. James W. Emery.
father. Charles Dana Gibson. Pegg., Boston as honor guest. Others pres
Etreet
cessful teacher of Latin in the local
A
Halperin
Production
Crosby, daughter of Phoebe Crosby. [ ent were Kenneth Orcutt and Crosby cesses, the comedy “When Ladies
High School. During her stay she
Meet," by Rachel Crothers. is being
A Paramount Picture
Miss Mary Stockbridge entertained Miss Annie M. Frost of Lynn, endeared herself to everyone by her
well known soprano, came early lust 1 Ludwick.
presented at Lakewood this week. A Friday evening at a dinner at Com
week from New -York to join her
Mass., arrived Saturday for the sum charm and sincerity. She is the
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Bowley- of special matinee Is being presented on munity Sweet Shop as a birthday mer vacation and will be at the home daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles F.
aunt. Miss Alice L. Pendleton, at toe
Squantum. Mass., arrived Saturday the Fourth at 2 30. This takes the observance, her guests being Misses of Mrs. Alice Black Rodney, 60 Ma Leadbetter of Belfast. Mr. Wads
old homestead.
to spend the holiday with Mr. and place of the usual Saturday matinee. Rose Whitmore, Carolyn McAllister. sonic street.
worth, son of the late Mr. and Mrs. jarajZfZjarajgiarzjzrajzjzrzrgrerarajarargfzizJzjgJzrarararaJzjflzrefZfzrL
Mrs. Ann Beverage has returnad Mrs. Archie Bowley. They were ac
Mary Ginn, Avis Lovejoy and Mil
Edward
A. Wadsworth, also of Bel
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bernard Gallagher
to North Haven after a week with her companied by little Grace Bowley
Lewis Herzog, one of Knox Coun fast. took special studies at Boston
dred Sweeney. Adjournment was
sister, Mrs. Emma Thurston at Thc who has visited her aunt. Mrs. Alfred of Billerica, Mass., are guests of Mrs. I made to the Lovejoy cottage at ty’s pioneer cottagers, has arrived
I University, and for some time has
Gallagher's mother. Mrs. A.. L. Vose.
Highlands.
Wahlberg (Marion Brewster) in
from New York and opened his sum been the linotype operator ln the
Crawford Lake for swimming.
ROCKLAND BREAKWATER
------! Hingham.
mer home at Crabtree's Point, Nortli clfice cf the Old Town Enterprise.
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Haskell, Jr. and
Among recent arrivals in the sum_____
Harold Brown of Florida. Mass, Haven.
Tl;e couple are residing in Old
GREENS FEE
son
Miles,
3rd.
are
spending
the
mer colony are noted Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs, Albert K. Glover and two
Town, and congratulations from a
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Miles nnd Chester Wyllle of Charkmont.
$1.50
Curtis Allen of Philadelphia. who children of Charlotte. N. C., arrive
Mrs. Florence McConchie of Ash wide circle of friends in Rockland as
' Mass., have been guests of Mr and
Swim
in Our
are at Gray- Lodge, Dillingham s I teday to spend the summer with Mrs. Haskell Sr.
Point was taken to Knox Hospital well as Belfast and vicinity are pour
’ Mrs. F. O. Reach.
Sunday,
the
victim
of
a
peculiar
ac

P°inL
1 Glover's parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
SALT
WATER
POOL
Mrs. Pearl Robins and three chil- i
ing in on them.
cident.
She
had
gone
to
the
beach
I. 8now. Masonic street.
75c
dren of Stonington are visiting Mr.
Mrs. Frank P Harding and family
Mrs. Louie Ki ller of Lincolnville
and Mrs. Earl Haskell over thc holi were at the Maine General Hospital near hcr home and parked hcr au
PORT CLYDE
Beach was a recent guest of her sister
Dr. and Mrs. Dana Newman have
tomobile on thc hillside. Something
Sunday to visit Shcrilf Harding who
Mrs. J. F. Burgess, at their Crescent as guests for the weekend holiday at day.
Mrs. Ralph Kempton and son Don
Is responding in a gratifying manner darted It in motion and it struck hcr
Beach cottage.
Ginn's Point, wnere they are sum
Mr and Mrs. K. B Crie, Mrs. C. to the treatment he is receiving there. in the back causing severe injuries, ald have returned to Malden, Mass,
mering, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grover M. Thomas and Mrs. Florence Mcand bruising her badly.
after spending two weeks with Mrs.
Miss Dorothy Magune, student
and two children, Mrs Newmans Millan motored to the Eastern Music
Clara F. Clark.
nurse at Knox Hospital, is having
The Methebesec Club had its first
mother, Mrs. Etta Grover of Fair- Camp Sunday. They were accom
The Willing Workers gave Mrs.
three weeks vacation, spending It
' summer outing Friday at the cottage
field, and Albert Grover of Boston.
panied by Mrs. McMillan's daughter
Lawrence Watts a shower party last
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rob
I of Mrs. Alice Karl at Megunticook
Margaret, who becomes a student at
Tuesday evening. It was a very pleas
ert B. Magune. at Rockport. ’
•
Lake. There were 24 present. Box
Fiank and Emma Harding aud
the camp today. This is Rockland's
ant occasion and Mrs Watts was the
lunch was augmented by hot coffee
Dudley and Margery Peiry motored
recipient of several nice gifts.
When the President in his inspiring inaugural ad
Nathan Berliawsky motored to to Brunswick Friday to spend the day first contribution to the camp, and a served by the hostess, and sewing itnd
Lakewood Friday, his guests beirg at Bowdoin College where the annual justifiable thrill of pride Is felt in j chatting rounded out a delightful
Mts Julia Hathorn of Tenant's Har
dress described the fight on Depression as War, grim
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mildwoss of Brook Episcopal conference of young peo Miss McMillan's achievements. She I' daybor spent Monday of last week with
War that called for drastic emergency measures,
has been a violin pupil of Albert R
lyn. Miss Lora McGaffey of Thom ple took place last week.
Miss Esther Seavey.
Gregory
’s enlisted*for its duration.
Marsh and has been a member of the
aston and Mrs. Anita Goldfarb. Din
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Brown and
Large chicks, 15 for $1. Stover's
All-State
Orchestra
for
two
years.
I
We regard thc retail featuring of merchandise pro
ner at the Lakewood Inn and attend
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pooler and
Mr. and Mrs. William Brennen at
Feed Mfg. Co., Rockland.
79-81
ing a performance of the Stebbins two children af Portland are visiting attending the two weeks summer I
duced under conditions that foster depression as out
tended the concert given last week by
Boys were high lights of the trip.
Mrs. Pooler's mother, Mrs A. T. New school at Castine. She enters High |
the Radio Carollers at the Baptist
and out Trading with the Enemy of Recovery.
School this fall. ,
hall, Camden.
Church in Rockland.
We concede that it may seem smart to quote you
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dondis have
Several from this place attended
Mr.- and Mrs. Edward Thornton
returned from Boston where they
prices that always are lower than the other fellow’s,
Mrs. Edward Barnard (Ruth Perry)
the service at the Ilidge Church Sun
went to attend thc complimentary guest of honor at a luncheon party and sor Robert of Boston are visit
prices evolved from starvation wages and long hours
day evening of last week.
banquet at the Platinum Saloon ol given Friday by Miss Flora Colson ing Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Marsh.
of labor, the squeezing of fair profit out of the whole
1!
Rev. and Mrs John Holman, Mr.
the Metropolitan Theatres Wednes at The Open Door, the Colson sum Broad street. They were accompan
sale transaction and the certainty of the ruination of
I and Mrs. Forest Davis and Mrs. Carlos
day evening, June 28, for Armand J. mer home at Ash Point, was show ied to Rockland by Mrs. Marsh, who
Davis attended the Eastern Maine
quality.
/Tt HARVEST Tlftf.E RUTH'S
Moreau, district manager of the ered with gifts of linen. A color had been visiting Mrs. J. H. Ricker
I USUALLY AT HER 15 ACRE
Convention of Loyal Workers last
Publlx Theatre Corporation, whose scheme of green, yellow and white in Dorchester and friends in Boston.
We believe that it is smarter to refuse to sacrifice a
Tuesday held at thc Lakeside camp
FARM IN DAVID CITY, NEB
marriage to Miss Ailee Norris of Pine was carried out in table decorations
principle
to produce price, not because we are soft
Mrs. J. A. Frost of Jefferson was in
SHE WAS BORN THERE-ground.
Bluff. Ark., takes plaoc July 12. The and appointments. A festive wed the city Saturday.
AT 16 WENT TO CHICAGO
and
sentimental,
but because we know that Trading
Miss Blanche Mrlquist of Sunshine
banquet was tendered by thc person ding cake formed the' centerpiece.
GOT A JOB IN A CHORUSwith
the
Enemy
utterly
damns the hope of your pros
is guest of Mrs. Clara Morse.
nel of the Mullin and Pinaski The- Those present were Mary Sleeper,
ZIEGFELD HEARD ONE OF
Wilder W. Perry of Cantden, at the
t
Miss
Bernice
Holman
of
Somer

perity
and
ours.
atres, and thcre were about 200 in at Ruth Richards, Lucy French, Joan request of President Johnson of Colby
HER PHONOGRAPH RECORDS.
HER RICH VIBRANT VOICE
ville, Mass, is guest of her brother
tendance. Mr. Moreau was presented Moulaison,
Helen
deRochemont, College, was Invited by Prof. Herbert
As far as is humanly possible, we will not wittingly
MADE HER A STAR IN THE
Rev. John Holman.
with a sterling silver service. The Annie Anderson, Madelyn Coffey. C Libby to read a chapter from the
offer you anything in merchandise that is in any way
"FOLLIES'-AND
THEN
RADIO.
Mrs. Maude Stone spent a ew days
wedding will take place at the bride's Bertha Knight, Helen Delano Vu- i Bible at the Sunday service. June 25.
inimicable to the achievement of the Government's
in Portland last week.
home at Pine Bluff. Lieut. Cornelius ginia Proctor, Catherine Burke, Doro for the late Prof. Julian D. Taylor, j
Recovery Program. We know our merchandise and
Mrs (Lydia Wilson of Criehaven
J. Sullivan, a member of the Gover thy Lawry, Alma Johnson of Friend- who taught Latin in Colby for nearly j
has been a recent guest of her brother
nor's staffk will be groomsman, and ship and her guest, Anne Neilson of j 67 years. Mr. Perry was a member i
its sources.
James Wll'on.
Rev. Gregory Keller will officiate at Portland, Mrs. Barnard and Miss of his first class in the fall of 1868
A GOOD GROUND IS AS IMPORTANT
Several from the Baptist Church
thc ceremony. Mr. Moreau and his Colson. Bridge honors were won by Mr. Petry who recited the 19th Psalnt
AS REPLACING YOUR RCA RADIOTRONS
attended the farewell party given for
bride will leave on a wedding trip, Mrs. Barnard. Miss Burke and Miss from memory had the distinction of
REGULARLY'" A COLD WATER PIPE MAKES
Rev. and Mrs Milton R. Kerr at the |
which they will spend motoring to Lawry, while the cake favors fell to being the oldest alumnus present. He
THE BEST GROUND "'THE BEST SUBSTITUTE
parsonage Wednesday evening before
Iowa. Chicago and the Great Lakes, MLss Moulaison, Miss deRochemont. was one of eight graduated in the
IS COPPER. ABOUT THREE FEET SQUARE,
their departure Friday for Wosterlo,
being away a month. They will te Miss Proctor, Miss Anderson, Miss class of '72 when the college bore the
BURIED IN MOIST GROUND
N. Y.
name of Colby University.
side in Portland.
French and Mrs. Barnard.

“GAMBLING SHIP”

“SUPERNATURAL”

PLAY GOLF AT
THE SAMOSET
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Tips on

the Slavs

SHINE ON,
HARVEST MOON

Ruth Etting
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executed intricate stamping and
jumping steps.
“I thought that the most out
standing performance from every
standpoint was that of the Alsati
ans. Their costume was gorgeous.
The girls in their bright red skirts,
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
banded with black, and their huge
winglike black head dresses made
from heavy silk ribbon and boast- I
The Thomaston Baptist Church ray of sunshine giving a huge suc ing the French cockade, gave an j
has maintained a marked Interest cessful concert in the Salle Pleyell, unusually colorful touch to the
in music over a long period of years, for the benefit of Les Plus Grands scene. The men wore small round
a3 several of our older musicians, Invalides de la Ouerre. The affair toques of black and red, some
flarrls Stackpole Shaw among them, was under the patronage of Presi trimmed in fur. They, too, had the
can testify, having tried out their dent Lebrun, and a capacity audi short black jackets. The Alsatians
voices or fingers in that church in ence of social, diplomatic and musi were larger in stature and more
their teens when ehtering upon their cal personalities, as well as every ‘open countenance’ than the other
flrst adventures as performers. And one else who could get in, was on . provincials. They bore themselves
all through the years this interest hand.
with unusual grace in their compli
"Lily appeared, dressed ln a cated dances.
has been shown in divers ways—in
Their accompani
concerts, in soloists of note, in spe dainty little white gown. She ment was a quartette of wind in
cial church services. Arriving at looked like a doll, the audier.ee struments.
"Those from Provence, the south |
the present day, we find that once huzzahed. and the day was won.
each month an evening of music is Prom then on. she did just as and of Prance, had a gaiety and light
presented, under the direction of what she wanted wlth her volce ana ness in their performance. They
Rev. H. S. Kilborn. pastor of the listeners. She showed us the liquid danced, rather pranced, to the tune
church, and Mrs. Grace M Strout, purity of her planissimos. her bright of a fiddle with delightful abandor.
chorister. The programs are built staccato, and lark-like tones, in a There was one young girl in th»
around the Little Symphony Orches program ranging from Air de la group who was especially quaint and
tra, Luther A. Clark, director, ar.d Reir.e de La Nuit; the Mad Seen" lovely. Blond, with small fine fea
feature each time soloists or some from Lucia; Caro Nome from Rigo- tures. she made a picture in her
group in ensemble work from adt0 ,hf Bel1 Son« fronl Lakme' high, lacy headdress, with ribbons
Jaccnt towns, possibly a reader, and ,and “
delightful how fresh and flying when she danced; black vel
young she made all this grand- vet skirt and bodice, with an apron
so on.
That of last Sunday evening was dadd>' music sound. Encores ga- of turquoise blue velvet exquisite in
cut-work which was doubly effective
of unusual worth, and the enjoy lore were warbled and enjoyed
against its black background.
ment of the audience, which filled
M. Isabelle Jones, one of Port
"The group from Lorraine was
the auditorium to capacity, was evi
land's prominent young musicians,
distinctively not French in type.
dent in many ways. Through the
who is widely known throughout
interest of Gabriel Winchenbaugh
They had the blond, large-featured,
Maine due to her affiliation with the
of the Little Symphony, it was pos
broad-faced characteristics of the
I State Federation of Music Clubs, is
sible to have Leonard Dearden of ! having a wonderful European trip Germans. They were chatting to
St. George at the organ, who made this summer, combined with a study gether near where I stood, and I
a profound impression by his musi
could hear their language, a curi
course at Fontainebleau. She is
cianship. Mr. Dearden. who has had presenting a weekly letter in one of ous mixture of Oerman and French.
It was they who had brought the
the benefits of excellent training
the State papers, and they form de
combined with several years of ex
band that led the procession. For
lightful reading. In one she tells
perience at the consoles of large
one of their dances they sang the
of the holiday in Paris known as
church and theatre organs in some
old German song that we Ameri
"The Day of Ascension" which she
cans know as ‘Where, oh where, has
of the important cities of the east,
enjoyed in conjunction with a charihas been in ill health for the past
my little dog gone.- ln the Oerman
j ty concert:
few years and is at 8t. George to
language. I stood near the band
"Upon entering the enclosure
Tegain former vigor. It is gratify
and could see that all their music
where the fete was taking place,
ing to know that his health is im
was of Oerman publication and all
we came face to face with a color
proving and that he is beginning to
the words in that tongue.
ful procession led by what sounded
taken an active interest in music, so
"The dancing and singing lasted
to me like a German band. I learned
less than two hours, but in that
that we may hope to have the pleas
I that the feature cf the kermesse was
ure of hearing him ln our local the presence of representatives from time was brought before us the
musical activities. The organ pre
heritage of centuries."
the provinces of Alsace. Lorraine.
• • • •
sented difficulties so that Mr. Dear
Normandy and Provence, bringing
We are happy to know that Miss
den undertook no solos Sunday eve.
.
their distinctive dances and song Ruth Lawrence has been elected
ning. to the regret of his hearers
Qf aU
music supervisor of the public
but his work with two orchestral j
costumes. Each province sent at schools of Rockport. A graduate of
numbers and in accompaniment for
least 20 performers, an equal num
the choral selections was exception ber cf men and women. What im- the Eastman Schcol of Music of
N Y.. Miss Lawrence has
ally well done. He plays with the pressed me was the high type of the Rochester.
t.ainpd m pianQ
suppr_
utmost ease and assurance, has
participants, their looks their car- , vjslng and Qther brftnche# o{ music
sensitive feeling for accompaniment,
riage and evident cultivation.
education. She received particuand shows that he is a thoroughly
"We walked along beside the pro-1 ]ar,y flnp traln,ng
chora, work
accomplished musician. His fine
cession as they made a tour of the having been affiliated for the great
dignity and unobtrusiveness made a grounds, taking in the details of the
most favorable impression upon all costumes, the exquisite materials er part of her four years at East
man in the school chorus made up
who came in contact with him.
heavy satins and velvets, lovely
of the best and most efficient sing
* * * *
i handmade lace and infinite amounts
ers. We feel certain that she will
The Universalist Quartet - Mrs Qf embroidery
bring
to her work thoroughness
Katherine Veazie. Mrs Gladys Mo..Wtowlng the performers, wc
understanding and vision.
gan. Chester Wyllie and John Robcentw of
• • • •
inson assisted in the program. Miss wbere a
covered floor had
Overheard from an intelligent
Margaret Stahl accompanist. Their
undpr
thp
ticu- J crowds drew up and w.thout formality opsra soprano of a certain age;
work was given with finish, part.cu“When I was young. I looked the
larly the a-capella number.
number. The
The '’& group from Normandy moved to foie of Juliet but couldn't sing it.
choral numbers featured the Halle- ■ the platform. Lining up on either
Now I can sing it. but don't look
lujah Chorus, the flrst time ever1 side they sang, and gradually began
it!"
given in Thomaston, we were told.1
• • • •
to move ln rhythm, then burst into a
and the regular chorus augmented vigorous romp. They were accomRichard Borrelli, American bari
by other singers among whom was
by what ]ookpd (q mp amaz. tone of the Metropolitan Opera Com
Marshall Bradford gave this rous i ingly like Scotch bagpipes. The girls pany. is to plav the lead in the fight
Ing number in thrilling style. Miss wore wide lace bonnets, heavy bl-ck cnera classic “The Merry Widow"
Pauline McLain delivered the essay satin or velvet skirts, black bodices opening Aug. 4 at Central City,
which won much approval in the and white blouses. In every case Colo.
Nathalie Hall, known to
graduation exercises, and the Lit they had little white lace aprons many in this vicinity through visits
tle Symphony never played better. and long white cotton gloves. The to Camden, plays opposite Mr. BoThe colored slides illustrating the i men's costumes had as their dis- nelli.
Poet and Peasant Overture were tlnctlve features short Jackets with
-----------------lovely.
The complete program, a generous supply of small brass, Still, we might as well go ahead
worthy of being shown:
buttons, and shallow wide-brimmed and reduce those war debts. Then
°r-Sro?d cmir'h oJgln11" L. A Clark j hats. Their dancing required skill, we won't lose so much when they
Little symphony orchentra
1 and endurance as well. For one ! finally repudiate them. — Southern
Quartet Blew the Lord (a rapellai ....
Ivanov number the girls sang while the men Lumberman.

such loans and it Is only fair that It
expect the farmer seeking such a
Applications Under Farm loan to tender sufficient collateral to
.,
»
lz
•
.l insure repayment.
Mortgage Act Keeping the I “"Second
Second mortgages are accepted
I as security for most of the loans
Officials Busy
made by the land bank commissionCharles A. Windholz. agent of the „r.s ag£nl ,n
cl.vs (. p h0,dpr

EXCEED TWO MILLION

THE REALM OF MUSIC

Universalist Quartet of Rockland
Chorus -Bin Feste Burn ..........
Barh
Orchestra - Polonaise Mllltalre
Chopin j
Mr Dearden at organ
Duet As Pants the Heart. Henry Smart
Mrs Veazie Mrs Morgan
Quartet—I Will Dwell In the House of
the Lord ......................................... Bvllle
Orchestra Angelua
Massenet
Essay What the World Needs More Of
Miss McLain
Solo—In the Time of Roses
Relchardt
Chester Wyllie. tenor
Orchestra—A Dream of Spring
Frath
Offertory—To a Btar
Leonard
Orchestra—Poet and Peasant Overture
Von Suppe
Mr Dearden at organ
Chorus Hallelujah Chorua from Mes
siah ................................................ Handel

• • • •
The slides Illustrating the over
ture were loaned by Jos. Cahill, dis
trict manager of the Paramount
Publix. who has been Mr. Dearden's
manager for 12 years.
• • • •
It is gratifying to learn that James
O'Hara has been named the perma
nent organist at the Camden Con
gregational Church. His artistry in
previous recitals on the splendid
organ contributed by the late Cyrus
H K Curtis has won much favora
ble comment.
• • • •
Lily Pons has been a glamorous
figure to us ever since she first put
her dainty little foot on American
soil, particularly to those who have
heard her thrilling voice. Here Ls
what Paris, which might be termed
her "home town," has to say of her:
"Paris has heard Lily Pons at last.
Although the fascinating little diva
is the epitome of Parisianism. Paris
had practically no taste of her un
til the other evening Covered with
American glory, she descended on
the French capital like a welcome

land bank commissioner, announces c;
first n:ortga~e\>bviously must
that applications for loans from waive certain fp-cc'osurc right) in
New England. New York and New favor of the commissioner. It Is th)
Jersey farmers* received by him in policy of the commissioner’s agent
.he six weeks since the emergency to ext"nd evssy poribie assistance
'arm mortgage act was signed ex to hor.rrt, well-intentioned farmers
ceed $2,000,003 and that it is taxing K> far a^ It ran be dene in a sound,
the facilities of his office to th? ut business-like way, under the terms
most to take care of these applica of the recent legislation. Loans will
tions promptly. He stressed the fact be made primarily to farmers who
that farmers would materially assist sl'ow lntc8‘lt’r of PurP35; and wl» d3
in the handling of such applications ,helr part' and where th<> bcnefit <>r
If they would clearlv indicate In their such k>an' w111 arcrue t0 the fa’mcri

SEA GULLS SENSE IT
Experienced Mariners Say That They
Forecat Sudden Changes In the
Wind

Sea gulls are trustworthy and ac
curate direction finders for changes
in the wind. If a flock of sea gulls,
perching on a dock or a log, suddenly
change their position and face away
from the prevailing wind, it means
that the wind, in an hour or so. is
going to come from the direction they
are facing.
It never fails, according to Capt.
Ralph R. McDonough of the Eastern
Steamship Line vessel Saint John,
whose experience in running up to
the Maritime Provinces has taught
him many a trick about weather lore.
He is backed up by Capt. P. A.
Murchle of the Cunarder Carinthia.
who said Sunday after he had docked
his liner at East Boston, that hun
dreds of times he has found the sea
gulls to be accurate wind finders.
Capt. McDonough recounted an in
stance of this sea gull weather
prophecy on the trip to Saint Jdhn
last Friday Steaming down Boston
Harbor, he noticed that the gulls at
the Fish Pier were facing to the east
ward, although the wind was blowing
smartly from the north.
By the time the ship was off Cape
Ann the wind had swung easterly.
Many times in passing the sugar re
finery in Saint John, where hundreds
of sea gulls always are clustered, he
has noticed the birds change their
perches from facing the wind and
then, within three hours at the most,
he has found that the wind had
shifted to the direction pointed by
the gulls.
"Of course, I heed the barometer
and the weather predictions issued bv
the Government." Capt. McDonough
said, "but I never fail to watch a
flock of gulls roosting on a building
and I am convinced that they always
know when there is to be a change oi
wind."
Back from a cruise around the
world, Capt Murchie said that the
same uncanny sense holds true for
sea gulls ln all the ports. Whether
they arc watching for debris in
Shanghai, Capetown, Honolulu or
Boston, they all have that remark
able ability to forecast wind changes,
Capt. Murchle declared.
"And. let me tell you. there have
been many times at sea when I
wished I could learn this secret of
the birds," he said.

AT LAKEWOOD THEATRE
“When ladies Meet" Is the Weeks
Attraction—No Matinee Saturday
Almost anything could happen
when two ladies who love the same
man meet but what happens when
two intelligent, modern women meet
under those circumstances is being
tcld at Lakewood all this week in the
entertaining play, “When Ladies
Meet." This play selected as one of
the 10 best of the past season by
Burns Mantle, was written by Ra
chel Crothers, America's leading
woman playwright. Her gift for
bright, sparkling dialogue, and her
logical reasoning give her plays a dis

letters or in their application forms
THE LITTLE FOLKS
that they have suitable collateral to
offer and proper margin. It would, Foot Had Prefect Attendance For
Year At McLain Sub-Primary
facilitate matters and save time for
the prospective borrower if he would
Mr! ain School. Sub-Primary, Lucy 'talk things over with the secretary- Marsh Lowe, teacher:
treasurer of the nearest national
The class Is sorry to lose Lloyd and
farm loan association and get his, Tli.-iron Drink water, who have moved
advice and assistance before making to Portland
an aoplicatlon for a loan.
,Pcr ProJ<*t work the past year the
....
. ...
.
.-Icass has made Indian, fruit, and
"Many of the applicants ::cm to A R c bcoks
have the idea that the agent of I Four puDi's have had perfect atthe land bank commissioner can tendance the entire year; Priscilla
make loans without requiring col- (parke' Har°:d
Bo<* pvaI?"
.......................
rkv. and Elizabeth Tibbetts. Harold
lateral, said Mr. Windholz
The ttimer's attendance was perfect until
Act appropriating the $200,000,000 the la'" week of school, when he was
of‘government funds availab’.e for taken ill Perfect attendance for last
,leans
_ c.carly states that the land ierm
of schcol:
Kpnrpth
Brann William Brackett,
c]arke;
bank commissioner may lend on the, p^rold Darling. Marv Duff. Rose
collateral of flrst or second real es- Fvarskv. Edna Lehto.
Clifford
tinctive touch that is unmistakable. tate mortgages and on personal' Murphy. Joan Rislaino. Mary RIs_ , . .. . . ..
,i tafno. Mareuerite Thorndike. FlizaSylvia Field and Leona Mariele have property. In fact, that is the only h„th
ximee Karl, Janice
'
way
such
loans
can
be
made./
Thomas
the principal roles.
"Since this monev Is to K paid
"Sev"n-Poln)" nupils are: Tharon
Next week's production 1s again a
prtnkwater. Marie Berry. William
decided variation from the plays back It is only natural that t we .McLellan.
Jar.lce Thomas, Haro d
already presented this season at should Insist that farmers show how XT1m(>r Ma,v ^.ff. JamM Dudley,
Mnvnard RuLakewood. Edgar Wallace, noted they expect to be able to reoay such , Fr-eman Dudlc’’
English writer, needs no introduc loars. The terms are liberal and the bep-tr'n, Almee Karl. Edna Lehto,
1 Mildred R'-aekctt. Charles Hamlin,
tion to lovers of mystery .books and period for which th? lean Is made . Janet ^mith, Frances Eldridge, Vitplays and one of his very best is "The is longer than most farm leans enHaves. Dorothv Drinkw.ater,
Man Who Changed His Name" now joy and during the flrst three years. Clifford Murphv. Elizabeth Tibbeiis.
under rehearsal for opening Mon if necessary, the farmer docs not "Fix Pol”’" pupils are Charles
.
,
. . , , . , Crockett. Richard Coltart. Joan Ris- t
have to pay on the principal of his, ,ft,no Mary Rlstaln0, MargUrrlte ’
day night, July 10.
There will be dancing at Lakewood loan. Thereafter he has to pay Thorndike.
,
Th“ class has met the requirements
Country Club Friday and Saturday enough on the principal to repay it
nights with Cliff Evans and his musi within the agreed period. It is evi for dental hygiene and it has been
awarded the "Award of Progress"
cians playing Friday There will be dent. therefore, that the govern- certificate from the Maine Public
!
ment
Ls
doing
its
part
in
making
no matinee Saturday.
Health Association.

It Will Pay You

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
WANT ADS

.. . and pay you well to become a regular READ

ER and USER of THE COURIER-GAZETTE
WANT ADS.

They furnish the practical LOW

COST means of securing and disposing of every

kind of object and service.
They are filled with opportunities—good ones—

thrifty ones that make your dollar go a long way.

And when you want to sell something they as

sure you of satisfactory results at minimum cost.

Our experts will gladly help you word your ad

. . . just

PHONE 770

UNION

PLANNED BUYING
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Gayette of
Philadelphia. Penn., were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. James Cam
eron.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Hopper of
Honolulu, with grandson William
Livingston and granddaughters Jean
Livingston and Margaret Bowman are
staying at Greene Arbor and visit
ing their granddaughters Editn
May, Ruth and Nancy Cameron.
The Wide Awake 4-H Club girls
will hold a strawberry festival at
Odd Fellows hall July 5 from 5 to
7 p. m. The menu will include
strawberries and cream, rolls, cake
and fruit punch. Adults 15 cents,
children 10 cents.

Pholo bv Gract Lino

REAL SEA DOGS
need now to worry about leav- passenger accommodations on the
rest of the ship supplies cold air in
the tea route from New York to Cali the tropics and warm air in the cooler
zones.
fornia. or vice versa!
Thanks to de luxe pet accommoda Special attendants take care of every
tions on new Grace ships, all "sea personal need pet’ mav require during
dogs" enjoy roomy Individual com voyage They receive a special diet
partments installed in a specially built and every day they are allowed to
stretch their "sea legs" on a aec’iou
steel house on top of the boat deck.
This house is also insulated againsl of the deck specially reserved for their
use.
heat in southern weters.
Photograph shows prize-winner.
This comlortable sea going pet "ho
tel" la full/ equipped with running Lord ("Al") Algernon, out with at
water. *and i Iso provided with con tendant for his morning exercise
trolled ventilation which like regular aboard ship.

WITH THE COURIER.

GAZETTE AS YOUR
SHOPPING GUIDE

WILL SAVE YOU
TIME AND MONEY

Light Trucking
•

Parcel Delivery
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered

Walter Dorgan
Tel. 106-R

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

